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V

For a long time I lie staring into what seemspitch blackness, though
I know the roofofthe tent is only an arm's length away. No thought
that I think, no articulation, however antonymic, ofthe origin ofmy
desire seems to upset me. 'I must be tired,

'

I think. 'Or perhaps
whatever can be articulated is falsely put.

'

My lips move, silently

composing and recomposing the words. 'Or perhaps it is the case

that only that which has not been articulatedhas to be lived through.
'

J. M. Coetzee, Waitingfor the Barbarians
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English Abstract

Let F and K be two fields of transcendence degree 1 over the finite field ¥q, and let

Gk = Ga\(Ksep/K) be the absolute Galois group of K. Fix a place oo of F and let A

be the ring of all elements in F which are integral outside oo.

In this thesis we study Galois representations associated to Drinfeld ^-modules

over K in special characteristic, in particular residual representations on the p-adic
Tate modules modulo p. We determine the A -algebra generated by the image of Galois

under these representations and its commutant. From this we derive the finiteness of

the isogeny class of certain ^4-motives. In detail, we present the following results:

Let 4> : A —r End^(Ga>^) be a Drinfeld ^4-module over K which has special
characteristic. For every prime ideal p in A different from the characteristic of 0, we

get a Galois representation

Pp : GK —> AutAp(Tp((/)))

on the p-adic Tate module of <p. By

7^ : GK —> Aut^ (0[p])

we denote the induced residual Galois representation modulo p. Under the condition

that all iT-endomorphisms of <p are scalar, we prove that the latter representation has

the following property:

(A) Assume that End^(0) = A. Then for almost all primes p in A, the residual

representation p^ is absolutely irreducible.

Then we generalize this result to the residual representations associated to Drinfeld A-

modules with arbitrary endomorphism ring. The generalization comprises two parts:

one on the ^4-algebra generated by the image of Galois, and one on its commutant.

(B) For almost all primes p in A and all n > 0, the natural map

EndK((P) ^ EndAlGK]((p[pn])

is surjective, and the A/pn -algebra which is generated by the image of Galois

in End^(0[pw]) is a direct sum of matrix algebras.

Further, let M be an ^-motive which is the direct sum of ^4-submotives associated to

Drinfeld ^4-modules over K in special characteristic. Based on the preceding results

we prove the isogeny conjecture for such an ^4-motive:

(C) Up to K-isomorphism, there are only finitely many ^-motives M' over K

such that there exists a separable iT-isogeny M' —r M of degree prime to the

characteristic.

Assuming that (A) holds for representations associated to Drinfeld modules in generic
characteristic, our results (B) and (C) generalize to generic characteristic.
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung

Seien F und K zwei Körper vom Transzendenzgrad 1 über dem endlichen Körper ¥q,
und sei Gk = Ga\(Ksep/K) die absolute Galoisgruppe von K. Wir wählen eine feste

Stelle oo von F und bezeichnen mit A den Ring aller Elemente in F, die ausserhalb

von oo ganz sind.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit untersuchen wir Galoisdarstellungen, die Drinfeld-y4-

Moduln über K in spezieller Charakteristik assoziiert sind, insbesondere Restklas¬

sendarstellungen auf den p-adischen Tate-Moduln modulo p. Wir bestimmen die A-

Algebra, die vom Bild einer Restklassendarstellung erzeugt wird, und ihre Kommu-

tante. Hieraus leiten wir die Endlichkeit der Isogenieklasse gewisser ^-Motive ab. Im

einzelnen zeigen wir:

Sei <p ' A -> End^(Ga>^) ein Drinfeld-y4-Modul über K mit spezieller Charak¬

teristik. Für jedes Primideal p in A, das von der Charakteristik von <p verschieden ist,

gibt es eine Galoisdarstellung

ßp : GK —> AutAp(Tp((/)))

auf dem p-adischen Tate-Modul von <p. Modulo p induziert pp die Restklassendarstel¬

lung

7^: GK —> Autkp((f)[p]).
Unter der Voraussetzung, dass alle iC-Endomorphismen von <p skalar sind, beweisen

wir die folgende Eigenschaft der Restklassendarstellung:

(A) Wir nehmen an, dass End^(0) = A ist. Dann ist die Restklassendarstellung

Tfy für fast alle Primideale p in A absolut irreduzibel.

Danach beweisen wir eine Verallgemeinerung für Restklassendarstellungen, die von

Drinfeld-^4 -Moduln mit beliebigem Endomorphismenring herkommen. Sie besteht aus

zwei Teilen: einem für die A-Algebra, die vom Bild der Darstellung erzeugt wird, und

einem für deren Kommutante.

(B) Für fast alle Primideale p in A und alle n > 0 ist die natürliche Abbildung

EndK((p) ^EndAlGK]((p[pn])

surjektiv und die A/pn-Algebra, die vom Bild der absoluten Galoisgruppe in

End^(0[pw]) erzeugt wird, eine direkte Summe von Matrixalgebren.

Weiter sei M ein ^4-Motiv, das eine direkte Summe von ^-Motiven ist, die von Drin-

feld-Moduln über K in spezieller Charakteristik induziert sind. Auf den vorange¬

henden Ergebnissen aufbauend beweisen wir die Isogenie-Vermutung für solche A-

Motive:

(C) Bis auf iC-Isomorphic gibt es nur endlich viele A-Motive M' über K, für die

eine separable iT-Isogenie M' -> M existiert, deren Grad prim zur Charak¬

teristik ist.
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Unter der Annahme, dass (A) auch für Darstellungen gilt, die von Drinfeld-Moduln

in generischer Charakteristik herkommen, erhalten wir ausserdem die Ergebnisse (B)
und (C) in beliebiger Charakteristik.



Introduction

The Historical Context

Back in 1963/64, John Tate stated a conjecture on abelian varieties which has attained

great importance in arithmetic algebraic geometry: Let k be a field which is finitely

generated over its prime field, and let Gk be its absolute Galois group. Tate conjectured
that, given two abelian varieties A and B over k with £-adic Tate modules Ti(A) and

Ti(B), the natural map

Hom^, B) ®z -Lt — ttomZl[GÛ{Ti(A), Tt(B))

is an isomorphism.1 At that time, due to results of David Mumford and Jean-Pierre

Serre, this had been known for elliptic curves over finite fields and over number fields

with at least one real prime.
This conjecture is commonly referred to as the Tate conjecture. In order to bring

its twofold significance to a point, assume that A = B. Then the Tate conjecture
claims firstly that the endomorphisms of an abelian variety are distinguished by their

action on the Tate module. This is the easy part. Secondly, the conjecture describes the

commutant of the Z^-algebra generated by the image of Galois in the endomorphism

ring of the Tate module: It consists of the endomorphisms which are induced by en¬

domorphisms of the abelian variety. The proof of this second part is far from being
obvious.

Actually, Tate did not state this as a conjecture in its own right. It originally ap¬

peared as a special case of a more general conjecture2 on algebraic cycles, the primary
interest being in the étale cohomology of abelian varieties and the corresponding Ga¬

lois representations.
A few years later, in 1966, Tate published a proof of his conjecture in the case of

abelian varieties over finite fields.3 A key element is the following property: We say

that an abelian variety A over a (not necessarily finite) field k satisfies hypothesis (F)
for a prime t different from the characteristic of k, if there are, up to isomorphism,

only finitely many abelian varieties B over k with a polarization of fixed degree and an

isogeny B -> A of £-power degree. Tate proved that (F) is satisfied by abelian varieties

^ate [44] (8).

loc. at. Conjecture 1.

3Tate [45].

1



2 Introduction

over finite fields, and that the Tate conjecture holds for abelian varieties satisfying (F)
at least in certain cases which include the finite field setting.

The next major step in the quest for a general proof of the Tate conjecture was

Yuri Zarhin's work in 1974. He gave a proof of the finiteness property (F) and the Tate

conjecture over fields oftranscendence degree 1 over a finite field in odd characteristic.

He further showed that (F) follows from a conjecture on the resolution of singularities
of algebraic varieties.4 Together with earlier results on the resolution of singularities
of algebraic surfaces due to Shreeram S. Abhyankar, this yielded a proof of (F) over

fields of transcendence degree at most 3 over a finite field in odd characteristic.

In 1976 Zarhin achieved a proof of the Tate conjecture over fields of arbitrary
finite transcendence degree over a finite field of odd characteristic. Simultaneously,
he proved the finiteness property (F) and the semisimplicity conjecture for abelian

varieties over the same type of fields.5

The semisimplicity conjecture is the assertion that, after tensoring with Qi, the t-

adic Tate module of an abelian variety is a semisimple Galois module. Sometimes in

the literature it is subsumed under the name of Tate conjecture; sometimes it seems to

be referred to as a special case of the Grothendieck-Serre conjecture.

Independently and with a different method, in 1977 Shigefumi Mori gave a proof
of the results of Zarhin's 1976 paper.6 He was able to reduce the problem to the case

of transcendence degree 1, solved by Zarhin in 1974.

Then, in 1983, a milestone in arithmetic algebraic geometry was reached. In his

famous article Endlichkeitssätzefür abelsche Varietäten über Zahlkörpern1\ Gerd Fal-

tings was able to confirm Tate's conjecture for abelian varieties over algebraic number

fields. He proved the Tate conjecture together with two more fundamental conjec¬
tures for abelian varieties over number fields: the semisimplicity conjecture and the

Safarevic conjecture, which in turn implies the Mordell conjecture.

By Mordell's conjecture a nonsingular projective algebraic curve of genus at least

two over a number field has at most finitely many rational points.
The Safarevic conjecture states that, given a finite set of places S and a positive

integer g, there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of abelian varieties of

dimension g having good reduction outside S. At the International Congress of Math¬

ematicians in Stockholm in 1962, Igor R. Safarevic had raised this as a question and

given a proof for the case of elliptic curves over number fields.8 (In fact, his question
and proof were put more generally for algebraic varieties and algebraic curves over

number fields, with some constraint on curves of genus 1 not affecting elliptic curves.)

4Zarhin [46] Theorem 1, [47] Corollary 1.4 and [48]

Zarhin [49] Theorem and Corollaries 1, 2.

6Mori [21] Corollary 1.3 and Corollary 5.3.

Faltings [11], English translation in Cornell-Silverman [5].

8Safarevic [30] §3.
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The connection between the Mordell conjecture and the Safarevic conjecture has been

established by Aleksey N. Parsin in the late 1960s.9

A somewhat stronger version of the finiteness property (F) is the isogeny conjec¬
ture. It claims that the isogeny class of an abelian variety contains only finitely many
isomorphism classes. Here again, the terminology is not uniform; in the literature the

name isogeny conjecture can refer to different conjectures. The isogeny conjecture is a

corollary to the Safarevic conjecture, thus to Safarevic's theorem in the case of elliptic
curves over number fields, and to Faltings' theorems in the case of abelian varieties

over number fields. Conversely, the isogeny conjecture can be used to prove each one

of the Tate, Safarevic and semisimplicity conjectures for abelian varieties.

During the years between the announcement of Tate's conjecture and Faltings'

proof of the number field case, the arithmetic of function fields with finite field of

constants had seen major advancements in totally new branches. In 1974, Vladimir

G. Drinfeld had introduced the notion of elliptic module10, nowadays called Drinfeld
module, which turned out to be extremely fruitful. In the arithmetic of function fields,
Drinfeld modules take on very much the role that elliptic curves play in the arithmetic

ofnumber fields and even go beyond that. After almost thirty years of research and the

publication of numerous articles, the theory of Drinfeld modules seems far from being
exhausted.

Later, in 1986, Greg W. Anderson initiated the theory of t-motives11, which gener¬

alize Drinfeld modules and provide for an analog of abelian varieties. Many questions
familiar from the theory of abelian varieties were to be met again in the new setting.
It thus stood to reason to study analogs, in particular of Faltings' results, in the case of

Drinfeld modules and ^-motives.

Important contributions to the function field setting have come from Japanese
mathematicians. The isogeny conjecture and the semisimplicity conjecture for Drin¬

feld modules have been proved by Yuichiro Taguchi in the 1990s.12 He largely used

Faltings' ideas, constructing minimal models for Drinfeld modules and introducing
an appropriate height function. Furthermore, the Tate conjecture for ^-motives, con¬

taining the Tate conjecture for Drinfeld modules as a special case, has been proved

independently by Akio Tamagawa in 1994 and by Yuichiro Taguchi in 1995.13

So far, the isogeny conjecture for ^-motives has remained unproved. The methods

used by Taguchi in the case of Drinfeld modules do not generalize in an obvious way.

Yet, with a different approach, the isogeny conjecture for ^-motives will partly be

settled in the thesis at hand. Again, the Tate conjecture comes into the picture as an

important tool.

9Parsin [23] Chapter 3 §2 Remark 2 and [24] Théorème 1.

10Drinfeld [9].

Anderson [1].

12Taguchi [35], [36] and [39].

13Tamagawa [41], [42], [43] and Taguchi [37], [38].



4 Introduction

Notation

Throughout this thesis, we use the following notation:

For any field L we denote by L a fixed algebraic closure ofL and by Lsep the separable
closure of L in L. Let Gl = Gal(Zsep/Z) be the absolute Galois group of L.

Let p be a prime number and q be a power of /?. Let G and X be two smooth,

projective, connected curves over the finite field ¥q with q elements. By F and K we

denote the respective function fields. Let oo be a fixed closed point on G of degree ö?oo

over ¥q and let A be the ring of functions in F which are regular outside oo.

By Vqo we denote the valuation on F associated to the prime oo, and by | • | oo the

corresponding normalized absolute value. Then we have

I I
—

n-dœvœ(a)
I" loo

— q

for all a e F.

We assume that K is an A -field, i. e. we fix and name a ring homomorphism

i:A^K.

We call the ideal ker i c A the characteristic ofK and say that K has generic charac¬

teristic iff is injective and that K has special characteristic po if po = kerf is nonzero.

Let x e X be a closed point. We fix the following notation:

iCab c K the maximal abelian extension of K,

Knr c K the maximal unramified extension of K,
Kah'm c A" the maximal unramified abelian extension of K,

Kx the completion ofK at x,

&x C Kx the valuation ring in Kx.

Let &o be the field of constants of K. By koj we denote the field extension of ko of

degree d. The absolute Galois group G^0 of Uq is isomorphic to the Prüfer group Z and

is topologically generated by the arithmetic Frobenius Frob^0.

By <p we denote a Drinfeld A-module of rank r over K which has special characteristic

(see below Chapter I Section 1). By Mwe denote an A-motive over K which is a direct

sum of A-motives associated to Drinfeld A-modules over K (see below Chapter II

Section 1).

References. In this text, bibliographic references include the name of the author fol¬

lowed by a number in squared brackets that refers to the bibliography at the end of this

volume.

Cross references within the same chapter are given in arabic numbers (e. g. Sec¬

tion 1, Proposition 4.3). References from one chapter to another are preceded by the

corresponding roman numeral (e. g. Section II.2, Lemma 1.3.3).
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Outline of the Thesis

The main goals of this treatise are the study of certain Galois representations associated

to Drinfeld modules and, as already mentioned at the end of the historical overview,
a proof of the isogeny conjecture for a special class of ^-motives. The ^-motives

considered are, loosely speaking, direct sums of Drinfeld modules.

According to these goals, the material is organized in two main parts: in a chap¬
ter on Drinfeld modules and Galois representations (Chapter I) and a chapter on A-

motives and the isogeny conjecture (Chapter II). Except for the introductory sections,
we assume all Drinfeld modules and ^4-motives to have special characteristic.

Chapter I. The first chapter deals with Galois representations associated to Drinfeld

modules in special characteristic. To be precise, we study the representations of the

absolute Galois group Gk of the function field K on the p-adic Tate module of a

Drinfeld module, and the induced residual representations modulo p.

In Section 1 we give a concise overview over the theory of Drinfeld modules, to

the extent that is relevant in our context. In Section 2 we compile selected results on

Galois representations on Tate modules of Drinfeld modules. These will be needed

later on for the proofs of our results. The contents of the first two sections can be

found in the literature; we therefore mostly omit the proofs.
In the remaining sections of Chapter I, the main focus will be on the study of the

residual representations in special characteristic. Two main results will be proved.
First, we consider Drinfeld modules which only have scalar endomorphisms.

Theorem A. Assume that End^(0) = A. Then for almost all primes p of A the

residual representation

~pp~:GK —> Aut£p (0[p])
is absolutely irreducible.

Then we extend Theorem A to Drinfeld modules with arbitrary endomorphism ring.
Of course, we can no longer expect that the residual representation is irreducible, let

alone absolutely irreducible. However, the theorem generalizes ifwe translate absolute

irreducibility into a consequence for the commutant of the image of Galois. This is the

topic of

Theorem B. For almost allprimes p in A and all n > 0,

(1) the natural map

EndK((p) ^ EndAlGK]((p[pn])

is surjective,

(2) the image ofthe group algebra A[Gk] in End^(0[pw]) is a direct sum offull
matrix algebras.

The proofs of these two theorems are given in Sections 3 and 4.
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In Section 3 we develop a proof of Theorem A under the additional hypothesis
that the endomorphism ring of the Drinfeld module <p does not become larger under

extensions of the base field K.

The three most important ingredients in Section 3 are the isogeny conjecture for

Drinfeld modules, due to Taguchi, Deligne's theorem on the equidistribution ofFrobe-

nius elements in the absolute Galois group, and a result on the density of the image of

Galois in GLr, contributed by Pink.

On the basis of this special case of Theorem A we shall establish Theorem B in

Section 4. Here, the key element in the proof will be, besides the weak version of

Theorem A, the isogeny conjecture for Drinfeld modules.

Once Theorem B is proven, the general version of Theorem A follows as a direct

consequence.

In Section 5 we include an unpublished result by Richard Pink comparing the resid¬

ual representations associated to non-isogenous Drinfeld modules. It states that only
for finitely many primes these representations can have a nontrivial common subquo¬
tient. Pink's proof uses Theorem B.

Chapter II. In the second part we discuss ^-motives and their isogenics. Here we

develop our third main result, the proof of the isogeny conjecture for a certain class of

A-motives.

In Section 1 we give the definition and the most important properties of ^4-motives.

As in the introduction to Drinfeld modules, only references to the proofs are given.
From then on, we assume that the ^-motives considered be direct sums of A-

motives associated to Drinfeld ^4-modules in special characteristic. In Section 2 we

show that, given a finite separable extension K'/K of the base field, in the iT-isogeny
class of such an A-motive M there are only finitely many K-isomorphism classes of

^-motives which become isomorphic to M over K'.

Originally, this had been intended to provide for a reduction step in the proof of

the isogeny conjecture for ^4-motives, and became needless when we realized an en¬

hancement of Theorems A and B. Now, the outcome of this relic is a tedious proof of

a trivial consequence of the isogeny conjecture. Yet we left this section in its place.
The core of Chapter II is in Section 3. It presents a proof of the isogeny conjecture

for A -motives of the form described above:

Theorem C. Let M be an A-motive which is the direct sum of A-motives associated

to Drinfeld A-modules defined over K.

Then, up to K-isomorphism, there are only finitely many A-motives M' over K

for which there exists a separable K-isogeny M -> M' ofdegree not divisible by the

characteristic ofM.

The idea on which we build has already been applied successfully in the context of

abelian varieties. It translates isogenics to M into adelic lattices in the rational Tate

module ofM.
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As central components ofthe proofwe have the Tate conjecture for ^4-motives, due

to Taguchi and Tamagawa, the semisimplicity conjecture for Drinfeld modules, proven

by Taguchi, the theorem of Jordan-Zassenhaus on lattices over orders in semisimple al¬

gebras, Pink's comparison of the residual representations associated to non-isogenous
Drinfeld modules, and Theorem B.

Restrictions and open ends. We conclude the introduction with some remarks on

questions which remain open at the end of this thesis and at which the work done

could find a continuation.

First, we have restricted ourselves to Drinfeld modules and ^4-motives in special
characteristic. This naturally calls for an extension to generic characteristic, which

should well be possible. In fact, as the reader will find, only Section 1.3 really ne¬

cessitates the assumption of special characteristic. The reason why we have to argue

differently in generic characteristic lies in Proposition 1.2.8, which in turn is essential

for Lemma 1.3.3.

Proposition 1.2.8 makes use of the criterion of Néron-Ogg-Safarevic, which does

not rule out the possibility that the Tate module of a Drinfeld module with good re¬

duction is ramified at some special place of K. Only in special characteristic we can

exclude the bothersome place in a useful way. In generic characteristic there will re¬

main a place of K at which the character Yp is ramified, and our argument fails.

However, all proofs from Section 1.4 on carry over to generic characteristic without

modification; often they even simplify because the endomorphism rings of Drinfeld

modules in generic characteristic are commutative.

Therefore, in order to accomplish a proof of the isogeny conjecture for ^4-motives

in generic characteristic one would need nothing more (or less, depending on the point
of view) than a proof of Theorem A, the absolute irreducibility of the residual repre¬

sentation, in generic characteristic.

The second restriction we had to make is the assumption that the ^4-motives con¬

sidered be direct sums of ^4-motives associated to Drinfeld modules. This restriction is

of much more structural nature; it is due to the approach to the isogeny conjecture we
have chosen. Properties of Galois representations associated to Drinfeld modules—

such are at the heart of our proof—can only be applied if the ^4-motives decompose in

a suitable way.

Nonetheless, it should be expected that the isogeny conjecture holds for a more

general class of ^4-motives. For the general statement, we call an A-motive semisimple

up to isogeny if it is isogenous to a direct sum of simple ^4-motives.

Conjecture. LetM be an A-motive over K that is semisimple up to K-isogeny. Then,

up to K-isomorphism, there are only finitely many A-motives M' over K for which

there exists a K-isogeny M -> M' ofdegree not divisible by the characteristic ofM.

The proximate idea would be to follow Faltings and Taguchi in their proofs of the

isogeny conjecture for abelian varieties and Drinfeld modules. This would require the

construction of minimal models of ^4-motives and the definition of a height function
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which is invariant under isogenics. The appropriate objects for such an enterprise

might be r-sheaves associated to ^-motives rather than ^4-motives themselves.

Another question arises in the context of Chapter I. We give a description of the

^4-algebra generated by the image of Galois in End^p (<p[p]) for almost all p. Although
this is sufficient for our purposes, it is only part of the story. One should also ask for

the image of Galois itself. It could be hoped that for almost all primes p the image of

p^ equals Autg*(0[p]), where E* is the subgroup of automorphisms of <p[p] induced

by K-endomorphisms of (p.



CHAPTER I

Drinfeld Modules

In the arithmetic of function fields with finite field of constants, Drinfeld modules play
an essential role. They have been introduced by Vladimir G. Drinfeld in 1974, who

then called them elliptic modules. Drinfeld constructed their moduli spaces, developed
a uniformization theory and used them to prove the local Langlands conjecture for GL2

over a function field (see Drinfeld [9] and [10]).
This groundbreaking result was only the starting point for a broad variety of ap¬

plications. The areas to which the theory of Drinfeld modules has contributed (or has

even been fundamental) include, among others, explicit class field theory, the theories

of automorphic forms, modular forms and L-series, transcendence theory and Galois

representations.
A great strength of the concept of Drinfeld modules is the large number of striking

analogies with elliptic curves. Some of them will appear in Sections 1 and 2. In our

context, the most important analogy concerns Galois representations on Tate modules

of Drinfeld modules. The present chapter will deal with these representations.
The first two sections give an overview over well-known material. After a brief

general introduction to Drinfeld modules, we give an account of several important
results on Galois representations associated to Drinfeld modules. Then, Sections 3

and 4 contain our contributions to residual representations in special characteristic.

In Section 5 we include a result comparing residual representations, contributed by
Richard Pink.

Whenever we point out an analogy between Drinfeld modules and elliptic curves,

the results on elliptic curves are mentioned without reference. For the interested reader,
the necessary arithmetic theory of elliptic curves is covered in Joseph H. Silverman's

textbook [33].

1. A Brief Introduction to Drinfeld Modules

The following paragraphs contain an exposition of the basic theory of Drinfeld mod¬

ules. We assume that the reader is familiar with algebraic number theory and the main

ideas of algebraic geometry, profitably with the theory of elliptic curves as well.

The presentation is neither comprehensive nor completely self-contained. It is an

overview tailored for our needs, and for most of the proofs we refer to the literature.

We omit some algebraic results which only hold for Drinfeld modules in generic char¬

acteristic, and we skip the whole analytic theory. Readers familiar with the theory will

notice many more omissions.

9
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The first reference which should be consulted as a complement to this introduction

is Drinfeld's original paper [9]. Another two useful and more detailed accounts are

given in the survey article [8] by Pierre Deligne and Dale Husemöller and in the text¬

book [13] by David Goss. Supplementary information can be gained from the various

articles cited below.

Additive Polynomials. Although the theory of Drinfeld modules can be developed in

great abstraction, it often comes in handy to have a concrete description for construc¬

tive proofs and computations. The abstract language is, of course, algebraic geometry.
The instrument on the concrete side are additive polynomials.

As it will be fundamental for the following discussion, we recall the well-known

fact that we have

(x+y)p =xp +yp

for x,y in any field of characteristic p. Let L denote a field containing the finite

field ¥q, and let P e L[T] be a polynomial with coefficients in L.

Definition 1.1. We say that P is additive if

P(x+y) = P(x) + P(y)

for all x, y e L. We say that P is ¥q-linear if P is additive and

P(ax) = aP{x)

for all a e¥q and all x e L.

It is immediate that we obtain rings if we endow the sets of additive and ¥q-linear
polynomials over L with addition and composition; in general these rings are noncom-

mutative.

At this point, we give a caveat: A polynomial which is additive over L does not

need to be additive over extension fields of L. Indeed, the polynomial

T + (T3 -Tf = T6 + T4 + T2 + T e ¥3[T]

is additive over F3, but it is not additive over any nontrivial extension of F3. However,

if L is an infinite field, all additive polynomials over L are additive over L.

Clearly every polynomial over a field L of characteristic p that consists of mono¬

mials of/»-power degree only, is additive over L. We shall see in a moment that over

infinite fields all additive polynomials have this form. We set

rp(T) = TP e L[T]

and by L{xp} we denote the subring ofthe ring of all additive polynomials over L (with
the ring structure defined by addition and composition) which is generated by xp. Note

that in L{xp} we have the commutation rule

for all x el.

The following proposition uncovers the structure of the additive polynomials over

an infinite field.
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Proposition 1.2. Assume that L is infinite and let P e L[T] be a polynomial with

coefficients in L. Then P is additive ifand only ifP e L{xp}.

Proof. Goss [13] Proposition 1.1.5. D

Now assume that q = pm. We let r = x be the polynomial which induces the g-th

power mapping on L and let L{x} be the subring of L{xp} generated by r. If L is

infinite, one easily sees that L{x} is the F^-algebra of F^-linear polynomials over L.

Let P e L{x} be a nonzero F^-linear polynomial over L. Then, as we just have

stated, P has the form

n

P(T) = Y,CiTql
i=0

with all coefficients ct e L and the leading coefficient cn ^ 0. Its degree necessarily
is a power of q. Because P only contains monomials of g-power degree, we can view

P as a polynomial in r, that is

n

P(x) = YJCitl.
1=0

The notation P(x) always refers to this representation. The product (defined as the

composition) oftwo ¥q -linear polynomials P, Q then is denoted by P(x)Q(x); it may

be computed as an ordinary product of polynomials in r if taking into account the

commutation rule (1). We call L{x} the twistedpolynomial ring over L.

The polynomial P(x) is called monic if P(T) is monic, i. e. if cn = 1. The degree
of P as a polynomial in r is defined to be n, therefore

degP(x)=qdezp(T\

In our context, zeros of ¥q-linear polynomials play an important role. It can easily
be seen that for any F^-linear polynomial P e L{x}, the set of zeros of P in L is an

¥q -vector space. Conversely, we have

Proposition 1.3. Let P e L[T] be a separable polynomial over L. Then P is ¥q-
linear ifand only ifthe set ofzeros ofP in L is an ¥q-vector space.

Proof. Goss [13] Corollary 1.2.2. D

Another point of importance for our discussion concerns divisibility in the multiplica¬
tive structure (by composition) of L{x}.

Let again P, Q e L{x} be¥q-linear polynomials over L. We say that P(x) isright
divisible by Q(x) in L{x} if there exists an F^-linear polynomial Qq e L{x} such that

Pit) = Ô0(T)ô(T).

In the following sense, right division in L{x} behaves like division in an ordinary

polynomial (or Euclidean) ring:
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Proposition 1.4. Let P, Q e L{x} be two ¥q-linearpolynomials, 2/0. Then there

exist ¥q-linearpolynomials Qq, R e L{x} with degR(x) < deg Q(x) such that

P(t) = Qq(x)Q(x) + R(x).

Proof. This is the well-known Euclidean algorithm. D

The existence of the right division algorithm has the following easy but important

consequence:

Corollary 1.5. Every left ideal ofL{x}isprincipal.

Proof. Clear. D

Finally, we establish a link to algebraic geometry and, in doing so, prepare the grounds
for the application of additive polynomials to the theory ofDrinfeld modules. Let Ga,L
be the additive group scheme over L. Then we have

Proposition 1.6.

EndL(Ga:L) = L{xp}.

Proof. Deligne-Husemöller [8] Proposition 1.2. D

The Category of Drinfeld Modules. We come to the definition of Drinfeld modules,
the most fundamental notion in this thesis.

Let q = pm and let again L be an A-field containing the finite field ¥q. We thus

have a ring homomorphism i^ : A -> L, whose kernel is called the characteristic

of L. As in the previous paragraph, xp(T) = Tp e L[T] denotes the polynomial
which induces the p-th power mapping on L, and r = r. We introduce (adhoc) two

more homomorphisms
s : L —> L{xp) : c \-> ex®

and
n

D : L{xp) —> L : ^ctXp i-> c0.

i=0

These homomorphisms are used to formalize the following idea: A Drinfeld mod¬

ule over L should be a ring homomorphism from A into the twisted polynomial ring
over L, such that the image of a non-constant a e A is non-constant and its con¬

stant term is fz,(a). The intention behind this construction is to get a "non-constant"

^4-module structure on L which reflects the structure of L as an A -field, whence the

name Drinfeld A-module.

Definition 1.7 (Drinfeld modules).

(1) Let <p : A -> End/XG^/J be a ring homomorphism. Then <p is called a

Drinfeld A-module over L if

(a) il = D o <p and

(b) (p^SOLL.
For every a e A, the image of a under <p is denoted by <pa.
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(2) A morphism P : <p —> <p' of Drinfeld A-modules over L is an additive poly¬
nomial P e L{xp} such that for all a e A

P(xp)ct)a(xp) = (t)'a(xp)P(xp).

A nonzero morphism ofDrinfeld ^-modules is called an isogeny, a morphism
which has a two-sided inverse is called an isomorphism.

The characteristic kerf/, of L is also referred to as the characteristic of the Drinfeld

^4-module <p.

Sometimes in the literature, definitions require that the image of a Drinfeld module

consists of ¥q-linear polynomials. However, this property follows from our definition,
as we explain in

Remark 1.8 (Linearity of the polynomials). By our definition, a Drinfeld A-module

over L is a ring homomorphism

<p : A —> L{xp}.

However, we know more: We have assumed that L contains ¥q. Thus the image of <p

contains ¥q r°. Because the image of <p is commutative and in view ofthe commutation

rule in L{xp}, we see that the image of <p must be contained in L{x}. Therefore a

Drinfeld ^4-module over L actually is a ring homomorphism

0: A — L{x}.

Similarly, we see that morphisms of Drinfeld ^-modules over L must be F^-linear
polynomials, so we have

HomL(0,0')cZ{T}.

Before we go on, we want to have a quick look at the notion of isogeny of Drinfeld

modules and link it to the corresponding notions for elliptic curves and abelian vari¬

eties.

Remark 1.9 (On isogenics). A Drinfeld A-module over L induces a structure of A-

module on the additive group scheme Ga^- An isogeny P : <p -> <p' of Drinfeld

^4-modules over L induces an ^4-linear morphism from Ga^ endowed with the A-

module structure via <p to Ga>L endowed with the ^4-module structure via <p'. The

homomorphism on the points of Ga,L is given by evaluation of the polynomial P.

Over an algebraically closed field it is surjective and has finite kernel; therefore the

notion of isogeny agrees with the one known from elliptic curves and abelian varieties.

Having discussed at length the definition of Drinfeld modules and their morphisms,
we give the first—basic but important—properties.

Proposition 1.10. Let cp ' A -> End/XG^/J be a Drinfeld A-module. Then

(1) the ring homomorphism cp is injective,
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(2) there exists an integer r > 0 such that

d^<Pa(T) = qAci<t>a{r) = \a\r0O

for all nonzero a e A.

Proof. Drinfeld [9] Proposition 2.1 and Corollary to Proposition 2.2. D

Definition 1.11. The integer r in Proposition 1.10 (2) is called the rank ofthe Drinfeld

module <p.

Remark 1.12. Comparing degrees, we see that an isogeny <p -> <p' can only exist if

<p and <p' have the same rank.

Torsion and Galois representations. We now specialize to Drinfeld ^4-modules over

the function field K. We do not use Drinfeld modules over other fields except in

a few places where K will be replaced by its algebraic or separable closure, and in

connection with reduction theory below.

Let us have a brief excursion to elliptic curves. On an elliptic curve E over an

algebraically closed field, multiplication with an integer n is an isogeny E -> E. Its

kernel E[n] is a finite Galois invariant Z-module, called the n-torsion module of E.

As a Z-module, E[n] is isomorphic to (Z/«Z)2.
For a rational prime t and m > 0, the modules E[tm] form a projective system

under multiplication with t. The projective limit Tt(E) is a Z^-module carrying a

continuous Galois action; it is called the t-adic Tate module of E. The associated

£-adic representations are an important class of Galois representations.
Now we are going to carry out the very same constructions for Drinfeld modules.

The role of the ring of rational integers Z is being taken over by the Dedekind ring A.

Let <p : A -> End^(Ga>^) be a Drinfeld ^4-module of rank r and let a C A be

a nonzero ideal. As A is a Dedekind domain, the ideal a is generated by at most two

elements ai, «2 e A. We have seen that the left ideal in K{x} generated by <pai and<pa2
is principal; let <pa be its monic generator. If a = (a) is a principal ideal, then clearly

(pa = c(pa for some c e K*.

Definition 1.13. The module of a-torsion of <p is defined to be the finite subgroup
scheme

<p[a] = ker(pa c Ga>K.

We should notice that <p[a] is stable under the action of A via <p. Further, the iT-valued

points of <p[a] are the zeros of the polynomial <pa in K. As <pa is F^-linear, it follows

that <p[a](K) is an F^-vector space and an A-module.

Proposition 1.14. Let cp ' A -> End^(Ga,k) be a Drinfeld A-module ofrankr and

o C A an ideal which is not divisible by the characteristic of(p. Then

(1) <p[a](K) is afree A/a-module ofrankr,

(2) cP[a](K) c Kp,

(3) (p[a](K) is invariant under Gk-
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Proof (1) Deligne-Husemöller [8] Theorem 3.3. (2) If a is not divisible by the char¬

acteristic, then the constant term of <pa is nonzero. As <pa is ¥q -linear, this means that

<pa is a separable polynomial. (3) Clear. D

Notation 1.15.

(1) If the characteristic of <p does not divide the ideal a, then by abuse of notation

we write <p[a] for the iT-valued points of this group scheme as well.

(2) Let a e A. Then we set <p[a] = <p[(a)].

Now we gather all p-power torsion of <p in one object, the p-adic Tate module. It will

be used as representation space for our p-adic Galois representations.

Definition 1.16. For every prime ideal p in A we define the p-adic Tate module of <p
tobe

Tp((p)=HomA(Fp/Ap,(p[p00])
where <p[p°°] = (Jj°^i 'Pip1] is the A-module consisting of all p-power torsion of (p.
We set

VP((P) = Tp(cP) ®Ap Fp
and call this the rational Tate module.

We know that the class number of A is finite, so pm is a principal ideal for some m > 0.

Let a be a generator of pm. Then we have

rp(0)=hm#a']
i

revealing once more a tight analogy with the elliptic curve setting.

Proposition 1.17. Let cp : A -> End^(Ga,k) be a Drinfeld A-module ofrankr and

let p be aprime ideal in A differentfrom the characteristic ofK. Then

(1) Tp(cp) is afree Ap-module ofrankr,

(2) the absolute Galois group Gk acts continuously on Tp(cp).

Proof. This follows from Proposition 1.14. D

Associated to the Galois action on Tp(<p), we get a Galois representation

Pp:GK^ AutAp(Tp(<P)) = GLr(Ap)

on the p-adic Tate module. Modulo p, it induces the residual representation

7^ : GK —> Aut^p(0[p]) = GLr(kp)

where kp is the residue field of A at p. The first representation is relatively well known

(cf. Section 2); the latter is the main object of study in this chapter.
Now let P : <p -> <p' be a morphism ofDrinfeld A -modules. Then P induces a Gk-

equivariant homomorphism <p[a] -> <p'[a] for every ideal a in A, and a Gk-equivariant

homomorphism (pip00] -> <p'[p°°] for every prime ideal p. We therefore have a natural

group homomorphism

HomK((p, 4>') —> ttomAp[GK](Tp((p), Tp((p'))
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for every prime p in A. We shall see below (Remark 1.22) that this is in fact a ho¬

momorphism of ^4-modules. The image of a morphism P under this map is denoted

by TpP. We have already encountered such a homomorphism in connection with the

Tate conjecture for abelian varieties, and we shall state a Tate conjecture for Drinfeld

modules in Section 2. We shall come across this map on several occasions.

Morphisms of Drinfeld Modules. Next we need to collect some important properties
of morphisms and isogenics of Drinfeld modules. We start with two definitions.

Definition 1.18.

(1) Let P : (p -> <p' be an isogeny of Drinfeld ^4-modules and assume that <p,

cp' and P are defined over K. Then we call P separable if it has the form

P(r) = J2"=oC1rl^ithcQ^O.
(2) Let P : <p -> <p' be a separable isogeny of Drinfeld ^4-modules. Then kerf is

a finite ^4-module, hence of the form 0,=1 A/a, for suitable t > 0 and ideals

Oj C A. The degree off is defined to be the ideal degf = ]~[!=i cii C A.

Recall that for an elliptic curve we have the concept of dual isogenics, i. e. for an

isogeny of elliptic curves there exists an isogeny in the reverse direction such that their

composition is multiplication by an integer. We recover a weak analog of this concept
for Drinfeld modules.

Proposition 1.19. Let P : cp -> cp' be a separable isogeny ofDrinfeld A-modules,

and let a e A be a nonzero element which annihilates (ker P)(K). Then there exists

an isogeny P : cp' -> cp such that

PoP = <pa and (ker P)(K) = P (<p[a](K)),
P o P = <p'a and (ker P)(K) = P(<p'[a](K)).

Proof. The construction of P with the first two properties is explained in Deligne-
Husemöller [8] 4.1. Then note that

PoPoP = Pocpa=(P'aoP.

Canceling P on the right yields the third property. The equation for ker P follows by

symmetry. D

Remark 1.20. Let P : (p -> cp' be an isogeny of Drinfeld A -modules.

(1) Clearly (ker P)(K) is a finite A -module. Hence there always exists some

a e A which annihilates the kernel of P.

(2) If P is a separable isogeny, then P can be chosen to be separable as well.

The field of definition of a morphism of Drinfeld ^-modules over K cannot become

arbitrarily large. In fact, every morphism is defined over a finite separable algebraic
extension of K:
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Proposition 1.21. Let <p, <p' be two Drinfeld A-modules over K and let L be an arbi¬

trary extensionfield ofKsep. Then the inclusion

Hom^seP(0, cp') <-^ HorriL(<p, (pr)

is an equality.

Proof. Goss [13] Proposition 4.7.4 and Remark 4.7.5. D

We have given some properties of individual morphisms of Drinfeld modules. Now

we come to the structure of the endomorphism ring.

Remark 1.22. Let <p and <p' be Drinfeld A-modules over K. Then we have a canonical

inclusion

A ^ EndK(cp),

and Hom^(0, <p') carries a natural structure of A-module.

Indeed, since <p(A) c ^{r} is commutative, for every a e A the polynomial <pa is

an endomorphism of (p. Furthermore, A acts on Hom^(0, <pr) via (a, P) \-r P o (pa
for a e A and P e Hom^(0, <p'). It is immediate that the action of A via <p', defined

as (a, P) \-r <p'ao P, yields the same ^4-module structure.

Proposition 1.23. Let cp : A -> End^(Ga,k) be a Drinfeld A-module ofrank r. Then

(1) End^(0) is a projective A-module ofrank not exceeding r2,

(2) End^(0) ®A F is afinite dimensional division algebra over F.

Proof. (1) Drinfeld [9] Proposition 2.4. (2) This follows from Proposition 1.19: For

every endomorphism a of <p there exists a dual endomorphism a such that aa = <pa for

some a e A. Hence, when tensored with F, every nonzero endomorphism becomes

invertible. D

We end this paragraph on morphisms with a deep result which is due to Yuichiro

Taguchi. It is the isogeny conjecture for Drinfeld modules. Taguchi's proofuses meth¬

ods similar to the ones invented by Gerd Faltings for the proof of the Safarevic conj ec-
ture for abelian varieties.

In Taguchi's papers, the proof of the isogeny conjecture is the main part of a proof
of the semisimplicity conjecture for Drinfeld modules (see below).

Theorem 1.24 (Isogeny conjecture for Drinfeld modules). Up to K-isomorphism,
there are onlyfinitely many Drinfeld A-modules cp' for which there exists a separable

K-isogeny cp -> cp' ofdegree not divisible by the characteristic of(p.

Proof. Taguchi [35] Theorem 0.2 in special characteristic, Taguchi [39] in generic
characteristic. D

Remark 1.25. In generic characteristic every isogeny of Drinfeld ^4-modules is sep¬

arable. Therefore in this case Theorem 1.24 can be stated in the familiar form that the

number of isomorphism classes in an isogeny class of Drinfeld ^4-modules is finite.
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Reduction Theory. Given an elliptic curve over a local field and a Weierstrass equa¬

tion with coefficients in the valuation ring, one can reduce the equation modulo the

maximal ideal. The reduced equation may or may not define a nonsingular elliptic
curve over the residue field. We refer to these cases as good and bad reduction, respec¬

tively.
In our context, reduction theory is important with respect to the criterion ofNéron-

Ogg-Safarevic. It states that an elliptic curve has good reduction if and only if the

Galois action on the Tate module is unramified. Again, we recover the very same

situation for Drinfeld modules.

Let x be a closed point of X. Then x gives rise to a valuation vx on K. Let (9X c K

be the valuation ring of vx and m* its maximal ideal. By kx = &x/mx we denote its

residue field and by Rx : (9X -> kx the reduction map. We assume that i(A) c Ox,
then kx is an ^4-field via Rx o i.

The twisted polynomial ring Ox{x] over the valuation ring (9X is defined in the

obvious way. To a ring homomorphism

f : A — Ox{x)

we associate its reduction modulo m*, which is the ring homomorphism

fx : A —> kx{x}

defined as follows: For a e A and xffa written as ifra(r) = J2"=o ci%1
>
we set

n

ra(r) = J^Rx(cl)r1.
i=0

Definition 1.26. Let <p : A -> End^(Ga>^) be a Drinfeld A-module of rank r and let

x be a closed point of X. We say that

(1) cp has stable reduction at x if there exists a Drinfeld A-module <f>' isomorphic
to (p such that <p'(A) c Ox{x} and such that the reduction of <p' modulo m* is

a Drinfeld A-module over kx,

(2) <p has good reduction at x if 0 has stable reduction at x and the reduction of

<p' modulo trijc has rank r.

As the next proposition explicates, every Drinfeld module over K is close to falling in

one of these two categories.

Proposition 1.27. Every Drinfeld A-module cp over K haspotentially stable reduction

at x, i. e. there exists afinitefield extension K'/K such that cp as a Drinfeld A-module

over K' has stable reduction at x.

Proof. Drinfeld [9] Proposition 7.1. D

We are now going to formulate the criterion ofNéron-Ogg-Safarevic for Drinfeld mod¬

ules. Let p be a prime ideal in A, and let x be a closed point of X. We say that the

Gk-module Tp(<p) is unramified at x if the inertia subgroup of Gk at x acts trivially
on Tp((p).
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Theorem 1.28 (Criterion of Néron-Ogg-Safarevic). Let x be a closedpoint ofX and

let cp : A -> End^(Ga>^) be a Drinfeld A-module.

Then cp has good reduction at x ifand only if the GK-module Tp(cp) is unramified
at x for anyprime p in A differentfrom the characteristic ofkx.

Proof. Takahashi [40] Theorem 1. D

2. Galois Representations on the Tate Module

In this section, we give more details on Galois representations on the Tate module

of a Drinfeld module. Essentially, it contains a compilation of well-known results

from the literature. Much of the material should be familiar from the theory of elliptic
curves. Among others, it covers analogs of famous results due to Jean-Pierre Serre

(cf. [31]) and Gerd Faltings (cf. [11]). The theorems presented here will prove eminent

importance for the sequel.
In the following, let <p : A -> End^(Ga>^) be a Drinfeld A-module defined

over K.

Let us begin with the semisimplicity conjecture. Proved for abelian varieties over

number fields by Gerd Faltings, its version for Drinfeld modules is due to Yuichiro

Taguchi.

Theorem 2.1. Let p be aprime ofA, differentfrom the characteristic of(p. Then the

Fp[GK]-module Vp((p) is semisimple.

Proof. Taguchi [35] Theorem 0.1 in special characteristic, Taguchi [36] Theorem 0.1

in generic characteristic. D

We also have a version of the Tate conjecture for Drinfeld modules. Proofs of it have

been given independently by Akio Tamagawa and Yuichiro Taguchi. Both of them

work in a much more general setting, namely with ^4-premotives (Tamagawa) and <p-
modules (Taguchi). These include the case of ^4-motives needed in Chapter II. For the

time being, we only state a "small" version of the result for Drinfeld modules.

Theorem 2.2 (Tate conjecture for Drinfeld modules). Let cp\ and cp2 be two Drinfeld
A-modules over K. Thenfor allprimes p ofA, differentfrom the characteristic ofK,
the natural map

HomK(<p\,<p2) ®A Ap —> HomAp[GK](Tp(tpi), Tp(cp2))

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Taguchi [38] (0.1) or Tamagawa [41]. A sketch of Tamagawa's proof is also

given in Tamagawa [42] §3 and [43] §3. D

From these two theorems, we can deduce another important result on the structure of

the Tate module. Although it will not be used in this work, it is included because it

parallels Theorem 3.1 below.
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Theorem 2.3. Assume that Endk((J)) = A. Then the representation

Pp-GK —> AutAp(Vp((p))
is absolutely irreduciblefor allprimes p ofA differentfrom the characteristic of(p.

Proof. Combine Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2. D

We are also interested in the size of the image of Galois under the representation on

the Tate module. Jean-Pierre Serre showed that for an elliptic curve without com¬

plex multiplication, the image of Galois under the associated representation is open in

Aut(Ti).
The analogous problem for Drinfeld modules has been studied by Richard Pink.

He proved that openness of the image of Galois holds for Drinfeld modules without

non-scalar endomorphisms in generic characteristic. For Drinfeld modules in special

characteristic, the result necessarily is weaker:

Theorem 2.4. Assume that End^(0) = A. Then the image of pp is Zariski dense in

GLrtFp for allprimes p ofA differentfrom the characteristic of(p.

Proof. Pink [25] Theorem 0.1 in generic characteristic, Pink [26] in special character¬

istic. D

Studying Galois representations, one sooner or later will encounter Frobenius ele¬

ments, which play a very important role. By Cebotarev's theorem they are known

to form a dense subset of Gk- Here we give information on their characteristic poly¬
nomials on the Tate module.

Proposition 2.5. Let p be aprime ofA differentfrom the characteristic of(p. Thenfor

every closedpoint x e X in which cp has goodreduction, the characteristicpolynomial

ofpp (Froh*) has coefficients in A and is independent ofp.

Proof. Cf. Goss [13] 4.12.12 (2). D

Next, we can give a characterization ofthe Galois invariant submodules ofthe p-power

torsion of a Drinfeld module.

Recall that every endomorphism of <p naturally induces a G^-equivariant endomor¬

phism of the torsion modules <p[pn].

Proposition 2.6. For almost all primes p of A and all n > 0, every Gk-invariant

A/p"-submodule ofcp[p"] has theform a((p[p"])for some a e End^(0).

Proof. Let po be the characteristic of <p. By the isogeny conjecture for Drinfeld mod¬

ules (Theorem 1.24), there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of Drinfeld

A-modules over K admitting a separable isogeny to <p of degree not divisible by po.

We choose a set of representatives (p1 for 1 < i < t of these isomorphism classes,

together with separable isogenics

St : (p1 —> (p
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of degree not divisible by po. Let S be the finite set of all primes of A that divide the

degree of one of these isogenics.
Assume that we are given a prime p of A outside S U {po} and a positive integer n,

and let

Hp C cP[p"]

be a Gk-invariant ^4/pw-submodule. Then there exists a Drinfeld ^4-module 0P over

K and a separable iT-isogeny

rjpKp —> (pp

with kernel Hp (cf. Deligne-Husemöller [8] 4.1). Clearly the degree of rjp is not

divisible by po. Further, there is an isomorphism

À : <pv -A (p1

for some i, and by assumption p does not divide the degree of s,. The composite

morphism

a = st o k o rjp

is an endomorphism of (p. Now pick a nonzero a e A that annihilates <p[pn] and the

kernel of a. By Proposition 1.19 there exists an endomorphism ciT of <p such that

a oa = (pa and (ker a)(K) = a(<p[a](K)).

Therefore, restricting the endomorphism of <p[a] induced by c* to <p[pn], we see that its

image in <p[pn] is the kernel of a on <p[pn] and hence equals Hp. D

By Serre's results, the /»-torsion of an elliptic curve without complex multiplication
is known to be an irreducible Galois module for almost all primes /> e Z. The cor¬

responding assertion for Drinfeld modules is one of the useful consequences of the

preceding proposition.

Corollary 2.7. Assume that Endk(<J>) = A. Then the representation TJp is irreducible

for almost allprimes p ofA.

Proof. Proposition 2.6 tells us that for almost all p every Gk-invariant submodule of

<p[p] is the image of a polynomial map <pa for some a e A. Since p is a prime ideal,
we either have p\a, then <p[a] D <p[p] and <pa vanishes on <p[p]. Or <p[a] and <p[p] have

zero intersection and <pa is an automorphism of <p[p]. Hence the only Gk-invariant

submodules of <p[p] are the trivial ones. D

Finally, to complete this survey, we have a glance at the action of inertia on the Tate

module of a Drinfeld module in special characteristic:

Proposition 2.8. Assume that cp has special characteristic po. After replacing K by
a suitable finite extension, for all primes p of A differentfrom po andfor all closed

points x e X, the restriction ofpp to the inertia group at x is unipotent.
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Proof First we note the following: The fact that cp has special characteristic po im¬

plies that for all closed points x in X the residue field kx, as an A -field, has special
characteristic po as well.

Let p be a prime of A different from po. Then the criterion ofNéron-Ogg-Safarevic

(Theorem 1.28) yields that if <p has good reduction at a place x e X, then the inertia

group at x operates trivially on Tp(<p). So we choose x e X at which <p has bad

reduction.

We consider the Tate uniformisation (xfs, F) of <p, where ^ is a Drinfeld module

of rank r' < r over Kx which has potentially good reduction, and T is an ^4-lattice in

Kxep via iff ofrankr — r' with Gkx -action (cf. Drinfeld [9] §7).

Replacing K by a finite extension, we can achieve that xfs has good reduction at x.

Then the inertia group at x acts trivially on Tp(\J/).
Because T is discrete and finitely generated, all its generators are contained in a

finite extension ofKx. Replacing Kx by this extension, we make sure that Gkx operates

trivially on r.

Now let us put together these pieces. For all n > 0, we have the short exact

sequence

o ^ #pw] ^ #pw] ^ r/pT ^ o.

Since the inertia group at x operates trivially on the first term and on the third term,

the operation on the second term is unipotent.

Finally, there is only a finite number of points on X where <p has bad reduction, so

there exists a finite extension of K for which all Kx are large enough and over which

the restriction of pp to the inertia group at x becomes unipotent for all closed points
x e x. a

3. Absolute Irreducibility of the Residual Representation

So far we have given some fundamentals on Drinfeld modules and a review of prop¬

erties of the Galois representations on Tate modules of Drinfeld modules. Having

completed these preparations, we get to the main parts of this thesis. At its core we

encounter residual representations on the p-adic Tate module of a Drinfeld module

modulo p, which will be the subject for the remainder of Chapter I. Therefor, we shall

only consider the case of special characteristic. First, we investigate residual represen¬

tations associated to a Drinfeld module without non-scalar endomorphisms.
From now on and for the rest of this treatise, we assume that K is a global A-field

of special characteristic po and we let <p : A -> End^(Ga>^) be a Drinfeld A-module

over K. By r we denote its rank. In the present section, <p is required to satisfy the

condition End-^(<P) = A. Our aim is to prove the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1. For almost allprimes p ofA the representation

~pp~-GK —> Aut^ (4>[pl)

is absolutely irreducible.
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It is sufficient to prove Theorem 3.1 for the restriction of pp~ to an open subgroup
of Gk, so we can replace K by a finite field extension. We do replace K by the finite

extension, given by Proposition 2.8, over which for all p ^ po and all closed points x

on X, the restriction of pp to the inertia group at x is unipotent.
In Corollary 2.7 we have seen that for almost all primes p of A the residual repre¬

sentation pp is irreducible. By Schur's lemma, for these primes the ring Endytp(pp) is

a finite dimensional division algebra over the residue field kp. Since kp is finite, every

finite dimensional division algebra over kp is a commutative field. The degree of this

extension field, denoted by sp, must divide r. We denote the extension field by kP:Sp.
For s\r let Ss be the set of all primes p for which pp is irreducible and sp = s. In

order to develop an indirect proof of Theorem 3.1, we make the following

Assumption 3.2. There exists s > 1 such that Ss is infinite.

This is equivalent to the assumption that Tip is irreducible but not absolutely irreducible

for an infinite number of primes p. We fix such s and put t = r-.

For p e Ss we may consider pp as a map Gk -> GLt(kp>s). We write dets for the

determinant map

det5 : GLt(kPtS) —> k*
s

and xp for the character which arises from the composition

Xp- = dets opp" : GK —> k*s.

In a first lemma, we extend K such that whenever pp" is not absolutely irreducible,
the induced character xp comes from a character of the absolute Galois group of the

constant field Uq.

Lemma 3.3. There is afinite field extension K'/K such thatfor every prime p e Ss

the representation ~xp \gk, factors through a map ~xp ' Gt0 -> k*
s.

Proof. By Proposition 2.8, for all closed points x e X the inertia subgroup of Gk at

x has trivial image in kps, so Yp is unramified everywhere. This means that Yp factors

through Ga\(Km/K). Moreover, it obviously factors through the maximal abelian

quotient Gal(Kah'm/K).
Let A^ be the ring of adèles of K. For any group G, we denote its profinite com¬

pletion by G. By class field theory the Galois group of the maximal abelian extension

and of the maximal unramified abelian extension of K are known:

Gal(^ab/^) = (A*K/K*)^,

Ga\(Kah'm/K) = (A*K/K* f] &IY-
xe'X

We want to determine the intermediate field K c KkQ c Kah'm. In order to describe

the Galois groups of these field extensions, we define a homomorphism A^ —>- Z by

(Cx)xex i—> : TT-
= > ordx(cx) [kx : k0]
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and let A^ be the subgroup of the idèle group A^ which is defined by the short exact

sequence

1 -> A^ -> A| -> Z -> 0

with the homomorphism A*K -> Z defined above. As an immediate consequence of

the product formula for the valuations of K we have the inclusion

K* W 01 C AK.
xe'X

Standard results on the idèle class group yield that KlK/K* is a compact group, hence

the quotient

AW K* W 01
xeX

is finite. Now in the short exact sequence for A^ and A^ we can divide out the sub¬

group K* Yixex ®x and take tne profinite completion. The sequence then transforms

into a short exact sequence

i -> aw k* n °l^ (ak /k*Y\ &T^ z - o.

xeX xeX

The middle term is isomorphic to the Galois group of Kah'nr/K, and Z is isomorphic
to the Galois group of Kko/K. The first term is a finite group and must be isomorphic
to the Galois group of Kah'm/KkQ. Therefore we can choose a finite extension field

K'ofK in Kah'm such that

K% = Kah'nr and K'nKk0' = K.

Then we have

Gal(Kah'm/K') = Ga\{K%/K') = Gk{),

and it follows that the restriction of the character xp to Gk> factors through G\0 :

Gk

U

GK> Gal(Kah'm/K)

U

Ga\(Kah>m/K')

This proves the claim. D

We replace K by the extension field K' constructed in Lemma 3.3. Since we may

apply Corollary 2.7 (irreducibility of pp at almost all p) over K', by this replacement
the representation pp has become reducible for at most finitely many primes pe^.
We remove these primes from Ss.
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For the sake of clearness we pause for a moment and try to keep track of our

definitions. In the following commutative diagram with exact rows we sum up the

various mappings:

1 Ga\(KseP/Kko~) - GK Gt0 - 1

1 ^SLt(kp>s)

1 > SLr (kp)

Remember that this diagram exists for every prime p in Ss. The fact that the upper right

square is commutative, together with Assumption 3.2, turns out to have consequences

for the the zeros of the characteristic polynomials of Frobenius elements in Gk-

As a tool for the study of several zeros of a polynomial at a time, we introduce a

polynomial Pm that we associate to polynomials with coefficients in A and its residue

fields. It also will help comparing zeros of several polynomials.

Definition 3.4. Let R be an integral domain and / a monic polynomial of degree t

with coefficients in R. By a\, ..., at we denote the zeros of / in an algebraic closure

of the quotient field of R. Let T be an indeterminate. For 1 < m < t we define

Pm(f,T) = Y[(T-Y[at)
I iel

where the first product ranges over all subsets I c {I,..., 1} of cardinality m.

Since Pm(f, T) is symmetric as a function in the zeros of /, it can be written as

a polynomial over Z[T] in elementary symmetric functions on these zeros. Hence

Pm(f, T) is a polynomial in the coefficients of /. Obviously, for a in the algebraic
closure of Quot(i?), we have Pm (f, a) = 0 if and only iff has m zeros with product a.

In the following, let Xgood be the open subscheme of X over which <p has good re¬

duction. For every closed point x e Xgood, let us denote the characteristic polynomial
of pp(Erobx) by fx. It has coefficients in A and is independent of p (Proposition 2.5).

In the next lemma, we use Assumption 3.2 that Ss is infinite. It shows that ^-fold

products of eigenvalues of Frobenius elements are related one with another.

Lemma 3.5. For alld > Oandallx, x' e Xgood(kQ:Ci) the resultant ofthepolynomials

Ptifx, T) andPt(fx>, T) vanishes.

Proof. Let p e Ss. By Lemma 3.3, we know that

Xp"(Frobx) = Xp~(Frobfo) =Jp~(Çrobx>).

pp Xp Xp

GLt{kp,s)—^K,
Acts

* 1

Norm

GLr (kp)
det
*K * l
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So the determinants of ppXFrob*) and ppXFroby) over kps are equal. Thus, if we

consider pp(Frobx) and ppXFroby) as elements of GLt(kp>s), their characteristic poly¬
nomials gx and gxi have the same constant term. This means that the product of the t

zeros of gx equals the product of the t zeros of gx>.

Now the polynomials fx and fx> are congruent modulo p to the characteristic poly¬
nomials of ppXFrobjc) and ppXFrob*/) as elements of GLr(kp), respectively. So gx

and gxi divide fx and fx> modulo p, respectively, as polynomials over kp. Therefore

Pt(fx, T) and Pt(fx>, T) must have a common zero modulo p. Hence their resultant

vanishes modulo the infinitely many p in Ss. This proves the assertion. D

Now fix some prime p in Ss. For n > 0 we denote the images of the Galois groups Gk

and Ga\(Ksev/KkQ) under the representation pp modulo pn by FP:„ and F'„
n, respec¬

tively. We set r" = Tptn/ r'
.
We have the following diagram with exact rows:

1 - Ga\(K^/KTo) - GK Gk() * l

1 *- rp,n * rp,n * rp,n *~ 1

n n

SLr(^/pw) GLr(^/pw)

We define the groups

Tp c GLr(,4p) and Tp c SLr(^p)

to be the respective limits of rP)M and Fp nforn -> oo.

In the next lemma we bring a second aspect into the picture. In Lemma 3.7 below,
it will meet the line of reasoning which has been developed up to Lemma 3.5. This

new aspect concerns density of the Frobenius elements.

For our purpose, Cebotarev's theorem is somewhat too weak, because we have to

take into account the degree ofthe Frobenius elements. What we need in fact is yielded

by a theorem on the equidistribution of Frobenius elements due to Pierre Deligne.
From Cebotarev's theorem it follows that the Frobenius elements in Gk cover all

of F'
. Beyond that we show that Frobenius elements of bounded degree do so. This

result is independent of Assumption 3.2.

Lemma 3.6. For all n > 0, there is some d > 0 such that every element ofT'pn has

an inverse image in Gk oftheform Ero\>x for x e Xgood(kQtd)-

Proof. The essential tool in this proof is Pierre Deligne's equidistribution theorem (see

Appendix A. 1).
The group Tpn is cyclic; let e be its order. We define Ke to be the composite

field KkQ:S. Then the image of Gkb under the representation pp modulo pn is F'
. By

Xf00d we denote the curve X^ood xko ko,e.
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Let x be a fixed geometric point of Xf°
,
let 7ri(%f00

, x) be the arithmetic fun¬

damental group of Xf° and

geom/^good _\ /„/.good 7 _\

7Tf [%% ,x)=Jt\(XBe Xk0eko>e,x)

its geometric fundamental group. For every x e Xgood and all p different from

the characteristic of <p the criterion of Néron-Ogg-Safarevic (Theorem 1.28) assures

that the representations pp are unramified at x. It follows that pp factors through

Tt\ (X%°° , x). Thus we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows:

Ga\(KseP/Kko)

1 >Gal(Kseep/Kek0,e)

GK

U

Gk.

Gko -

U

Gkoe

1 7rfeom(Xfood, x) nx (XfoA, x) Gk,
Oe

-» 1

r:
p,n

V
P,n

By (rl w)tl we denote the set of conjugacy classes of Fp n.
On (ri w)tl we define a

measure /x by

n(y*)
\yl

p,n I

for all conjugacy classes y
^ in (Fp n)^. For all i > 0 let

I, = {x e Xf° (k0te) | degx = /}.

Then we have a sequence of measures v, on (Tpn )tl, given by

Vl = 777 E ^Frob*
1 ' '

xel,

where ^Frobx denotes the Dirac measure on (Fp^ supported in the image of Frob*.

For the application of the equidistribution theorem in Katz' version (Appendix A,
Theorem 1.1), we need to pay attention to one more condition: the measures in the

theorem only take the semisimple part of the ^Frobx into account. But Tpn is finite,
so we may embed it into GLm q

for some m and some t ^ p, and elements of finite

order in GLm ^
are semisimple.
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Now the equidistribution theorem asserts that the measures v, tend weak-* to \x.

Hence for any C-valued function / on (Fp n)^ we have

/ fdß = lim / fdvt.

Since (Tp n)^ is finite, there must be some d such that the support of J2xeid ^Frobx is all

of (Tp>w)tl. This means that in each conjugacy class of Fp n
there is an element which

has an inverse image Frob* with x e Xgood(kotd). Conjugates of Frobenius elements

in 7ri(%e°°
, x) are again Frobenius elements, thus every element of each conjugacy

class has such an inverse image. D

Putting together the pieces collected so far, we now can prove, still under Assump¬
tion 3.2, that the elements of Fp satisfy an algebraic relation. It then remains to see

that this is a nontrivial relation which conflicts with the density of the image of Galois

in GLr,Fp.

Lemma 3.7. Let y e Fp and let fY be its characteristic polynomial. Then Pt(fy, 1)
vanishes.

Proof. Let n > 0 and choose d > 0 as in Lemma 3.6. Then we can find x and x' in

Xgood(ko:Ci) such that Frob* maps to y modp" and Frob*/ to 1 in T'. We get

fx ee fY (modpw) and fx, ee (T - \)r (modpw).

Thus

Pt(fx,T) = Pt(fY,T)(modpn)
and

Pt(fx,, T) ee Pt((T - X)r, T) = (T- 1)C) (modpw)

By Lemma 3.5 the resultant of

Pt(fx,T) and Pt(fx>,T)

vanishes, hence the resultant of

Pt(fy,T) and (T-Xp
is congruent 0 modulo pn. Letting n —r oo, it is clear that it must vanish. But this

implies that Pt(fr,X) =0. D

Before we can conclude the proof of Theorem 3.1, we still need to point out that the

commutator morphism on the general linear group is a dominant map to the special
linear group.

Proposition 3.8. The commutator morphism

[, • ] : GLr x GLr —> SLr
-r

(x,y) i—> [x,y] =yxy lx 1

is dominant.
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Proof It is known that the morphism y i-> yxy~ x for fixed x has differential

1 — Adx. In turn, x i-> Adx(7) — Y has differential — ad Y, where ad Y(Z) is the Lie

bracket on $lr. (Both results e. g. in Borel [3] I 3.16.)
Rather elementary computation shows that the Lie bracket is a surjective morphism

Qlr (BQlr -> slr But the surjectivity of this differential implies that [ •,
• ] is dominant

(Springer [34] Theorem 4.3.6). D

Proofof Theorem 3.1. By A^ we denote affine r-space over Fp. Let

f : GLr>Fp -» ArFp

be the morphism which maps an element of GLrtp to the r-tuple of coefficients of

its characteristic polynomial (forgetting the leading one). The image of SL^ under

ip consists precisely of the monic polynomials of degree r with coefficients in Fp and

constant term (— X)r. It is closed in A^ .

For the proof we proceed in three steps:

(1) rp isZariskidense in SLr<Fp.
Indeed, all commutators of Gk are contained in Ga\(Ksep/Kko), so the image
of Tp x rp under the commutator morphism

[ •,
• ] : GLr>jpp x GLr>jpp -> SLr>jpp

is contained in F'p. Further Fp is Zariski dense in GLr>^p by Theorem 2.4. We

get

[GLr>Fp,GLr>Fp] = [fp",fp"] c [rp,rp] c Fp".

Proposition 3.8 tells us that [ •,
• ] is dominant. Hence

SLr.Fp = [GLr>jpp, GLr>jpp] C Tp c SLr>jpp.

(2) V^(Fp) is Zariski dense in i//(SLr!F ).
This follows from (1):

ip(SLr,Fp) = if(rl)c W$ c ^(SLr,Fp).

(3) V^(Fp) is not Zariski dense in \//(S~LrtF ).

Indeed, ^(SLr^p) clearly is the closed subset of ^(GLr^p) which is defined

by Pr ( , X). The polynomial Pr ( , 1) is irreducible and, because there exists

/ in f(GLrtFp) such that Pr(f,X) = 0 but Pt(f X) ^ 0, we know that

Pr(-, X) does not divide Pt(-, X). Hence Pt(-, X) defines a closed proper

subset of VKSL^Fp)- By Lemma 3.7 this subset contains iff (TL).

In view of the contradiction between (2) and (3), Assumption 3.2 turns out to be false,
and the theorem is proven. D
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4. Endomorphisms of the Residual Representation

So far we have studied the Galois action on the torsion points of a Drinfeld module

without non-scalar endomorphisms. Now we want to have a look at Drinfeld modules

with more endomorphisms.
Let (p : A -> End^(Ga>^) be a Drinfeld A-module defined over K in special

characteristic po. All endomorphisms in End^(0) are defined over a finite separable
extension K'ofK. We may assume that K'/K is a Galois extension. We fix such K'

and set

E' = EndK'(^)) =Endr(0).
As E' is a subring of Ksep{x}, the absolute Galois group Gk acts on E''. By construc¬

tion, the Gk -invariants in E' are precisely the elements of End^(0).
We set E = End^(0). For any nonzero ideal a C A we have natural homomor¬

phisms

a : E —> EndA[GK](<p[a]) and o' : Ë —> EndA[GK,](<p[a]).
In the present section our attention will be concentrated on these maps. The first part
of the description is given by

Proposition 4.1. For every ideal a C A, prime to the characteristic of(p, the homo¬

morphism a factors through E/aE and the induced map

E/aE —> EndA[GK]((p[a])
is infective.

Proof. Every element of aE vanishes on <p[a] because a C A is central in E and <pa is

zero on <p[a] for a e a. Thus a factors through E/aE.

Conversely, let a be in the kernel of a. Recall that the image of <p in End^(Ga>^)
is contained in the twisted polynomial ring K{x}.

If o is a principal ideal, let a e a be a generator. Then <pa generates the left ideal

K{x} {(pb I b e a} of all polynomials vanishing on <p[a]. Because the polynomial a

vanishes on <p[a] and because we have a right division algorithm in K{x}, we see that

a = Po<pa for some Po in K{x}. Both a and <pa are endomorphisms, so Po must be an

endomorphism of <p as well. Hence a e aE.

If a is not principal, let a e a \ po. By the principal ideal case and with the well-

known vertical isomorphisms we have the commutative diagram

E/aEt > EndA((p[a\)

i

; Matrxr(^/(a))

(A/(a))st . (A/(a))r2
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where s is the rank of E over A. Since (A/(a))s and (A/(a)f are free modules,
the first is a direct summand of the second. Hence, dividing out a, the map remains

injective. D

Before we complement Proposition 4.1 by this section's main result, as a preparation
we note

Remark 4.2. Let Z be the center of End^(0) and let m be the inseparable degree of

Z over A. In a separable extension almost all prime ideals are unramified. Therefore

almost all primes p in A decompose as p = YYi=i ^7 wlin ^ > 0 and pairwise distinct

prime ideals ^ in Z.

This fact (and notation) will be used permanently. Now we complete the description
of the homomorphism a and, at the same time, determine the ^4-algebra generated by
the image of Galois under the residual representation:

Theorem 4.3 (= Theorem B). For almost allprimes p ofA and all n > 0,

(1) the natural map

EndK(<p) ^EndA[GK](<p[p"])
is surjective,

(2) the image ofA\Gk\ in End^(0[pw]) is isomorphic to

s

0Maw(Z/ipr)

with suitable e > 0.

Remark 4.4. If d2 denotes the rank of End^(0) °ver Z and r' the rank of the ex¬

tension of (p to a Drinfeld Z-module (see Remark 4.6 below), then the integer e in

Theorem 4.3 (2) is e = ^.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3, we see that Theorem 3.1 in fact holds

in greater generality than proven in Section 3: We can drop the assumption that

EndK(<p) = End^(</>).

Corollary 4.5 (= Theorem A). Assume that Endk(4>) = A. Thenfor almost allprimes

p ofA the residual representation

Pp" : GK —> Aut£p (<p[p])
is absolutely irreducible.

The remainder of the section deals with the proof of the preceding theorem and propo¬

sition. Before we tackle this task, we should point out the following

Remark 4.6 (Extension of Drinfeld modules). Let A' be a commutative subring of

End^(0) containing A. It is obvious that the Drinfeld module <p : A -> End^(Ga>^)
extends to a ring homomorphism <p' : A' -> End^(Ga>^). This homomorphism has all
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properties of a Drinfeld ^'-module, except for the fact that A' might be a non-maximal

order in its quotient field.

Two approaches to deal with this deficiency can be gained from Hayes [16]. In

that paper a theory of Drinfeld modules for non-maximal orders is developed, and we

could make use of this more general notion of Drinfeld module. However, we choose

to follow the second approach which requires less technical effort: By Proposition 3.2

in [16] there exists a Drinfeld A-module iff, isogenous to <p, such that the normalization

A' of A' is contained in End^(V0-

In the following, when needed, we replace <p by such a Drinfeld A-module that extends

to a proper Drinfeld ^'-module. We may do this thanks to

Lemma 4.7. If Theorem 4.3 holdsfor one Drinfeld module (p, it holdsfor every Drin¬

feld module in the isogeny class of(p.

Proof. By hypothesis, for almost all primes p in A and all n > 0 the monomorphism

EndK(<p)/p"EndK(<p) ^ EndA[GK](<p[p"])
is an isomorphism. Let iff -> <p be an isogeny. For all primes p it induces a Gk-

equivariant homomorphism ip[pn] -> <p[pn] which is an isomorphism unless p is in

the support ofthe kernel of the isogeny. This isomorphism, in turn, induces an isomor¬

phism

À : End^](V[pw]) -A EndAlGK]((p[pn]).
Hence for almost all p and all n we get a commutative diagram

End*(tfr)/p» End*(tfr)<-^ End^](V[pw])

ffj~ 0X01J2

EndK(<p)/pn EndK(<p) -£-* EndA[GK](<p[pn])

As A-modules, End^(V0 and End^(0) are projective ofthe same finite rank; therefore

for almost all p and all n, their quotients

End^KVO/p" EndiKVO and Endr(0)/pwEnd^(0)

are free ^4/pw-modules of the same rank. Then, as a monomorphism of ^4/pw-algebras
of the same rank, a^1 o X o er2 is an isomorphism. In this case 02 is surjective.

Further, for all primes p at which the isomorphism À defined above exists, it yields
a commutative diagram

A\Gk\

End4V[pw]) \ -End4#pw])

which proves the second part. D
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Now we can take the first steps towards Theorem 4.3. Before we prove the theorem in

full generality, we treat the special case where n = 1 and the center of E is separable
over A. Moreover, on several occasions, we have to work over the extension field K'

of K. We start with the following observation on separable, maximal commutative

subalgebras of E'\

Lemma 4.8. Let A' be a maximal commutative A-subalgebra ofE' which is separa¬

ble over A. Then for almost all primes p of A, the image of A' under o' is its own

centralizer in End^G^O^tp])-

Proof. We extend <p to a Drinfeld ^'-module <p'. Since A' is maximal commutative,

End^(0O = A'. By Theorem 3.1 we know that for almost all primes Vß in A' the

representation (over A'/?ß) of Gk1 on <p'[?ß] is absolutely irreducible. Thus for those

*P we have

EndA/[GKl]((p,m)=A,/V-
Now <p[p] = (p'[pA'] and pA' = F]«p|p <pe(^/p). Since A' is separable over A, for

almost all p and all p|p we have e(^/p) = 1. Hence for those p we get the decompo¬
sitions

A'/pA' = ($A'W

and

#p] = 00/[?]-

Putting these results together, we see that for almost all primes p in A the endomor¬

phism ring EndA'[GK,](<PiP]) is isomorphic to AfpA', in other words A' maps surjec-

tively onto EndA>[GK,](<Pip])- But the latter is precisely the centralizer of a'(A') in

EndAlGKl]((p[pl).

Let us continue the treatment of our special case. We are seeking to determine the

image of a, which is isomorphic to the endomorphism ring of <p modulo the ideal

generated by p. So we clarify the structure of the former by analyzing the latter.

Lemma 4.9. Assume that the center ofEndK (4>) is separable over A. Thenfor almost

allprimes p ofA, the kp-algebra E/pE is semisimple.

Proof. By Proposition 1.23 we know that End^(0) ®A F is a simple F-algebra. Fur¬

ther, since the center Z(E) of E is separable over A, the algebra Z(E) ®A F is sepa¬

rable over F. Now Reiner [29] Theorem 9.19 states that the reduced trace on E ®A F

gives rise to a nondegenerate associative bilinear form k on (E ®A F) x (E ®A F).

Accordingly k is nondegenerate onE x E.

We know that a bilinear form is nondegenerate if and only if its matrix is nonsin¬

gular. In this case the determinant of the matrix of k vanishes modulo at most finitely

many primes of A. Thus for all but finitely many primes p the induced bilinear form

kp onE/pE x E/pE is nondegenerate.
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For every such p, we can deduce that the ^-algebra E/pE is semisimple. Indeed,

otherwise the radical R of E/pE is a nilpotent ideal, i. e. Rl = (0) for some t > 1,
butRl~l ^ (0). Thus we have

KP(R,Rl-l)=KP(E/pE,Rl)=0,

hence Rl~l is contained in its own orthogonal complement. But kp was supposed to

be nondegenerate. D

On the other hand, we want to gain insight into the structure of <p[p] and its endomor¬

phism ring, which contains the image of er.

For this purpose, we introduce the following notation: Let p be a prime of A for

which E/pE is semisimple. Let

i=i

be the decomposition into simple factors. Wedderbum's theorem tells us that each E,

is of the form Matcixd(kp,i ), where kp>1 is the center of E,, and d2 is the rank ofE over

its center. We know that each kpi is a finite field extension of kp. For every i let

p,i

be the evident irreducible representation of E, and set

W; = UomE/PE(V:,(P[p]).

We let Gk act trivially on V, and E/pE act trivially on W,.

Lemma 4.10. For every prime p ofA at which E/pE is semisimple, we have a Gk-

equivariant decomposition

t

i=i

Proof As E/pE is semisimple, the E/pE-n\od\x\e <p[p] is completely reducible. So

the natural homomorphism

i=i

is an isomorphism.

Furthermore, letting Gk act trivially on V,, we obtain a natural Gk-action on W,.

With E/pE acting trivially on Wt, the above isomorphism becomes (E/pE)[Gk]-

equivariant. D

With this information, we can prove Theorem 4.3 (1) in a first special case.
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Proposition 4.11. Assume that the center ofE' is separable over A. Thenfor almost

allprimes p ofA, the map

E'/pE' ^EndA[GK,}{cp[pX)
is bijective.

Proof. Clearly we may apply the preceding lemmata with K' in the place of K. Let

p be a prime of A at which E'/pE' is semisimple, and write E'/pE' = 0,=1 E[.
We denote the center of E[ by k'

t
and as in Lemma 4.10 we have a G^/-equivariant

decomposition

#P] = 0"^%pîë
i=i

Now by Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 4.10 any G^/-invariant &p-subspace of <p[p] must

have the form

1=1

with k'
t
-subspaces U[ c V[, and conversely every kp-subspace of this form is Gk>-

invariant. For every 0 ^ U7 e V[ the image of the embedding

W[ °^- <p[p] :w\->~l®w

is a G^/-invariant &p-subspace of <p[p]. Again by Proposition 2.6 we see that W[ must

be &p[G^/]-irreducible. Thus Schur's Lemma and Wedderbum's Theorem force

to be a finite field extension of k'
.

p>1

Further the W[ are pairwise non-equivalent, because the graph of a non-zero ho¬

momorphism between two ofthem would give rise to a G^/-invariant subspace of <p[p]
which is not of the given form. So we see that

End^G^LP]) = 0End,p[G,/](^%pî W{)
i=i

t

(2) = 0End,p(7^) ®kpi End^,]^)
i=i

t

1=1

Since End^/(0) ®A F is a simple F-algebra (Proposition 1.23), it follows from Bour-

baki [4] §10, no 4, Proposition 4, that E' contains a maximal commutative &p-subalge-
bra A' which is separable over the center of E'. Because ofthe separability assumption
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on the center and because separability is transitive, A' is separable over A. The image
of A' in Endkp[GK,](<Pip]) is centralized by every element ë7 <g> x, with ë7 in the cen¬

ter of E[ and xt \n i' So Lemma 4.8 implies that t' = k' for all i. The claim

follows. D

In the next step, we want to redescend from K' to K. We prepare this step with two

lemmata. First we give a condition under which taking invariants under a group action

on a module commutes with taking quotients of the module. The second lemma tells

us that no inseparability can occur in the extension E'/E.

Lemma 4.12. Let M be an A-module offinite type and let G be afinite subgroup of
Aut4 (M). Thenfor almost allprimes p in A we have an isomorphism

M°/pMG -A (M/pM)G.

Proof. We define a map

s :M—> 0M
geG

fG

m\-^((g- l)m)geG
whose kernel clearly is Mu. Then we have two obvious short exact sequences

0 -> ker s -> M -> im s -> 0

and

0 -> im s -> £ftM -> coker s -* 0.

geG

The image and the cokemel of s are ^4-modules of finite type. Therefore they are

locally free at almost all primes p. For those p the modules Tor^(ime, ^4/p) and

Torf (coker s, A/p) vanish. It follows that the horizontal and the vertical sequence

in the following diagram are exact:

0 > ker(e)/p ker(e) ^ M/pM ^ im(e)/p im(e) ^ 0

0M/pM
geG

Here s is the map m i->- ((g — X)m) G.
We see that

ker(e)/p ker(e) = kerë

and the lemma is proven. D
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Lemma 4.13. The center ofE' is separable over the center ofE.

Proof. Let Z be the center of E and Z' be the center of E'. Let F\ and Fj be the

respective quotient fields of Z and Z'. Clearly Z' is invariant under the action of Gk

on E', and the action on Z' extends to F[. We therefore have a group homomorphism

GK ^ AutFl(F[),

and F[ is a Galois extension over the subfield of F[ fixed by the image of Gk- The

Gk-invariants of F[ are contained in F\, so F[ is separable over F\. D

Now we can bring down Proposition 4.11 to the base field K, and thus get one step
closer to Theorem 4.3.

Proposition 4.14. Assume that the center ofE is separable over A. Thenfor almost

allprimes p in A, the map

E/pE —> EndA[GK](<p[p])
is bijective.

Proof. Because the center of E is separable over A and by Lemma 4.13, the center

of E' is separable over A. Thus for almost all p, Propositions 4.1 and 4.11 yield an

isomorphism

E'/pE'^EndA[GKl](<p[p]).
On both sides we have a Gk -action. Clearly the Gk -invariants on the right hand side

are precisely End^[G^](0[p]). Thus we need to know that for all but finitely many of

these p we have

(E'fK/(pE'fK = (E'/pE'fK.
This is the assertion of Lemma 4.12. D

From the preceding considerations we should retain the following fact which will be

important for the proof of Theorem 5.1 below:

Remark 4.15. We recall that if the center of E is separable over A, for almost all p

we have decompositions

£/p£ = 01"
i=i

and

4>iPl = (BY>®kp1wï
1=1

and we note that as in Equation (2) in the proof of Proposition 4.11 we have

En^p[G^](0[p]) = 0£J"®*pi hs
i=i
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for suitable field extensions lpa/kpa. Then by Proposition 4.14 it follows immediately
that tp>1 = kp>1 and that the Wt are absolutely irreducible &p[G^]-modules.

Now we have to solve the general case. The possible occurance of inseparability and

the need of higher powers of the prime ideal necessitate the use of arguments which

are technically more involved. Although this is partly tedious and uninspiring, it has

the benefit that we gain a concrete description of the ^4-algebra generated by the image
of Galois.

Recall that Z denotes the center of E and m the inseparable degree of Z over A.

We have seen that almost all prime ideals p in A decompose as a product p = YYt=i ^7
with pairwise distinct primes Vßj in Z. Further, the rank of E over Z is d2. We extend

(p to a Drinfeld Z-module <p' whose rank we denote byr'. We have d\r' and set e = r-^.

Lemma 4.16. For almost all primes p c A that decompose asp = YYi=i ^7 *n Z,

thefollowing assertions hold:

s

(1) E/pE = Q)EW7E,
i=i

s

(2) End^](#p]) = 0EndZ[G^](0/[<Pr])-
i=i

Proof. (1) is immediate. For (2) we observe that (p[p] = 0f=1 0'^P] anc* that the

Z[G^]-modules <p'[^ß7] pairwise have no common subfactors. Hence the ring of Gk-

equivariant endomorphisms decomposes as a direct sum as above. D

A part of the technical difficulties is resolved by the following lemma. It is purely

algebraic and totally independent of the other results.

Lemma 4.17. Let k be any field and let t, n > 0. We set R = k[T]/(Tl) and

S = Matn><n(R). Let M = R" be the module with the natural S-action andpick a

subring S\ C S containing the identity. Assume that

(1) every S\-submodule ofM is an S-submodule oftheform TJM,

(2) Si + TS = S.

Then S\ = S.

We isolate the following statement from the demonstration of the lemma and prove it

separately:

Lemma 4.18. We adopt notation and hypotheses ofLemma 4.17. Additionally, let

s > 0 and let N C Ms be an S\-submodule such that there exists an S\-epimorphism
N -» (M/TM)1for some t > 0. Then t < s.

Proof. This is easily proven by induction on s. If s = 0 then there is nothing to

prove. If s = 1 then N is an Si -submodule of M, hence of the form TJ M. We have

TJM -» (M/TM)' with kernel either TJM or TJ+1M. This means either

(M/TM)1 = TJM/TJ+1M = M/TM
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or

(M/TM)1 =0.

Therefore t < X

Let s > 1 and assume that the claim holds for s — 1. Let an Si -submodule N c Ms

and an ^i-epimorphism N -» (M/ TM)' for some t be given. We put

N' = N n (Ms~l ©{0}).

Since M/TM is a simple 5i-module, the image of N' is isomorphic to (M/TM)1
with t' < t. The hypothesis shows that ?' < s — 1. On the other hand, iV/iV7 is an

5i-submodule of M and maps surjectively onto (M/TM)1-1 .

In this case we have

seen that t — t' < X The claim follows. D

ProofofLemma 4.17. Now we can carry out the proof by induction on I. If £ = 1,
then we have merely restated assumption (2).

Let t > 1 and assume that the lemma holds for t — 1, that is, we have the equality
Si + Tl~lS = S. We observe that S = Mn as ^-modules. For 1 < i < n we define

Sitl to be the intersection of £1 and {0}ï_1 © M © {0}w_ï. If one of the Sitl were zero,

then we would find £1 to be an £1 -submodule of Mn~l with quotient

Si/(Si n TS) = (Si + TS)/TS = S/TS = (M/TM)"

which is impossible by Lemma 4.18. Furthermore, every Sitl is an £1 -submodule of

M, hence it is of the form Sitl = Tl'M with it < t. We see that £1 contains the

^-modules 0"=1 Tl>M D Tl~lS. Therefore

S = Si + Tl~lS = Si

which completes the proof. D

Let us come back to arithmetic. We are now ready to give a proof of the two parts of

Theorem 4.3. Not surprisingly, the surjectivity of a and the structure of the A-algebra

generated by the image of Galois are entwined. Summarily, the common argument for

both problems has the following structure:

We compare the algebra generated by the image of Galois with the commutant of

the endomorphism ring of <p modulo pn. The latter is known to have the structure of

matrix algebra that we want to have for the former. The special case ofthe theorem that

already has been proven allows to reduce the problem to Lemma 4.17, which yields

equality. Now surjectivity of a follows comparing the commutants on both sides.

Proofof Theorem 4.3. In view of the decomposition that is given by Lemma 4.16, we

may replace A by the maximal subring of Z which is separable over A. So we reduce

to the case that Z is purely inseparable over A. For Theorem 4.3 (1), it then remains

to show that

E/ynE = EndzlGK]((pW])
for almost all primes ?ß c Z and all n = mn' with n' > 0.
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Recall that Z/^ß" = ky[T]/(T"), that (p'[?ß"] is a free %[r]/(rw)-module of

rank r' = de and that E/^ßnE is isomorphic to Matci><ci(kfç[T]/(Tn)).
Let C be the commutant of E/?ßnE in EndzO^'HP"]) and Cg C C the image of

^[G^]inEndz(0/[^w]). Clearly

C=Matexe(%[7Ww)).

For Theorem 4.3 (2), we now have to show that C = Cg, and this equality also

implies (1).

Naturally C acts on the module N = (ky$[T]/(Tn)) e. We claim that all Cq-

submodules of N have the form TJN for j > 0. This can be seen as follows: We can

view N as a submodule of <p'[^ßn] and, choosing a suitable basis, we may assume that

^©{O^-1 c0'[f].

Let /Vi be a CG-submodule of N, then /Vi © {O}^1 is a CG-submodule of tp'vV"]. By
Proposition 2.6 we have

Ni © {O}^-1 = a(P'Vß"]

for some a e Mat^xrf(^»p[^]/(^w))- We see that all rows of a but the first must be

zero. Let ai, ..., ad be the entries of the first row of a. Then

d

#i = J>,# = («i, • • •, ad)N = (TJ)N
i=i

for some j > 0, because (ai,..., af) is an ideal in k<g[T]/(Tn). This proves the

claim.

By Proposition 4.14 (the special case of the theorem already known), for almost

all ^p we have

E/?ßE=EndkvlGK]{(p'm).
This means that modulo T the commutant of Cg is E/^ßnE. By Lemma 4.10 the

%}[G^]-module <p'[^ß] is semisimple for almost all ?ß, thus Cg is its own bicommutant

modulo T (cf. Lang [20] XVII Theorem 3.2). Therefore modulo T the commutant of

E/yPE is CG, whence CG + TC = C.

Then Lemma 4.17, applied to k = ky$, M = N, S = C and Si = Cg, shows that

Cg equals the commutant of E/?ßnE. Hence EndztG^O^t^P"]) equals the bicommu¬

tant of E/qfE, which is E/^ß"E itself. D

5. Representations Associated to Non-Isogenous Drinfeld Modules

Let (pi and <p2 be two Drinfeld A-modules over K with special characteristic po. In the

following the associated residual representations are compared in the case that (pi and

4>2 are non-isogenous.
The proof ofthe following unpublished result has been communicated to the author

by Richard Pink ([27]). It is reproduced with his kind permission.
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Theorem 5.1. Let (pi and (p2 be non-isogenous Drinfeld A-modules over K. Then the

set ofprimes p ofA for which the kp[GK]-modules (pi[p] and 02 [p] have a nontrivial

common subfactor isfinite.

Proof. (0) Let us first sketch the argument in the case Ei = £2 = A. Then (pi [p] and

4>2 [p] are irreducible &p[G^]-modules for almost all p, so it suffices to prove that they
are inequivalent for almost all p.

If that is not the case, the characteristic polynomials on (pi and <p2 of all Frobenius

elements are congruent modulo infinitely many p; hence they are equal. Now we apply
this knowledge to Vp((pi) and Vp((p2) for any fixed p. By density of the Frobenius ele¬

ments, we deduce that these two irreducible i7p[G^]-modules have the same character

and are therefore isomorphic. Then, by the Tate conjecture, the Drinfeld modules are

isogenous.

(1) Set E, = EndK(<pi), let A, be its center, and denote the corresponding Drinfeld

A} -module by <p'r (For the following one should really pass to the normalization of A,.

But as this affects only finitely many primes of A, I allow myself to neglect this point
for the moment.) Then for every prime p of A we have

MP

The structure of (pt [p] depends on the ramification and the degree of inseparability of

A} over A. But in any case <pt [p] is a successive extension of copies of the different

^[pJ for primes p; of^4; over p.

(2) Write d2 = rk^ E,. Then whenever p, is unramified in E,, and in particular for all

but finitely many p,, the module (p'\pA is a direct sum of d, copies of some kPi [Gk]-
module WPl. From Proposition 2.6 it follows (as in the proof of Proposition 4.11) that

this is a simple &p[G^]-module, and by Remark 4.15 we know that it is absolutely
irreducible over kPi. Similarly, the Tate module TPi (<p't) is a direct sum of d, copies
of some y4ïpî[G^]-module that I call TPi W,. By the Tate conjecture the associated

rational Tate module TPi Wt ®Al F1>Pj is an absolutely irreducible representation of

GK overF1>Pi.

(3) Steps (1) and (2) show that <pi[p] and <p2[p] bave a non-trivial common subfactor

if and only if there exist pi|p and P2IP so that WPl = WPl as &p[G^]-modules. We

assume that this happens for p in an infinite set of primes P, and must show that then

(pi and (p2 are isogenous.

(4) Let Ac = Ai ®A A2. This is a commutative A -algebra which is torsion free and of

finite type as A -module; but it is not necessarily an integral domain. The idea in what

follows is to extend scalars from each A, to the common overring Ac and to apply the

argument (0) there. We can view this as working with the ^4c-modules (pt = (p[ ®Al Ac

in the sense of Anderson, but it is more efficient to proceed ad hoc. Thus for any prime
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pc of Ac over a prime p, of At we simply set

W,,Pc = wVl ®kpi kPc

as a &pc[G^]-module.

(5) The absolute irreducibility (2) implies that for p e P there exists an isomorphism

a : kPl -> kPl suchthat WPl = WPl as&pJG^-modules. The choice of a corresponds
to the choice of a prime pc of Ac above pi and p2, such that Wi:Pc = J^2,pc as £pc[G^]-
modules. Thus for all pc in some infinite set Pc of primes of Ac we have WitPc = J^2,pc
as &pc[G^]-modules.

(6) The scheme Spec^4c is of finite type over Fp and of dimension 1. Thus the Zariski

closure of any infinite subset contains the generic point of an irreducible component
of dimension 1. Let q be such a generic point in the Zariski closure of Pc. After

shrinking Pc we may assume without loss of generality that all points pc e Pc lie in

the irreducible component corresponding to q, that is, satisfy q c pc. Then we have a

natural injective map ^4c/q ^-> WPc^pc kPc.

(7) Now for any good place x of K let Frob* e Gk denote an associated Frobenius

element, i. e. one that acts as Frobenius on any extension that is unramified in x. Its

characteristic polynomial f^ X(T) on TPi W, over AhPi lies in A,[T] and is indepen¬
dent of p,. We will look at its image in AC[T], noting first that its image in kPc[T] is

the characteristic polynomial of Frob* on W1>Pc over kPc.

(8) By (5) for pc e Pc this characteristic polynomial is independent of i. Thus

fw x(T) and fjy X(T) e AC[T] are congruent modulo pc. Using (6) this implies
that they are actually congruent modulo q. This means that their images in (Ac/q)[T]
coincide.

(9) Now fix any suitable p. Fix any prime pc of Ac above p which contains q. Let p,

be the prime of A, under pc. By definition the characteristic polynomial of Frob* on

TPi W, over AhPi is f-^ X(T). Let F_ abbreviate Quot(y4...). Then the characteristic

polynomial of Frob* on

Tp^l®Al,iFc,pc
over Fc>pc is the image of f-^ X(T) in (Ac/q)[T]. So by (8) it is independent of/.

(10) Since the Frob* form a dense subset of Gk, the equality of characteristic polyno¬
mials follows for all a e Gk- Since the representations are also absolutely irreducible,
we deduce that they are isomorphic.

(11) Now TPi Wj is a direct summand of Tp(<p,) as an ^4p[G^]-module. Thus the pro¬

jection map Tp((p,) -» TPi W, induces an AhPl [G^]-linear surjection

Tp(<l>t)<8>ApAttP,^Tp,Wt
and hence an y4cpc[G^]-linear surjection

Wi) ®AP Fc,Pc -» TPi W, ®AiPi Fc,Pc.
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The same argument applied to the ^4p-dual, respectively AhPi -dual module yields, after

dualizing again with respect to Fc,Pc, an ^4C)pc[G^]-linear injection

T9tWt ®AiPi Fc,pc ^ Tp((Pt) ®Ap Fc,Pc.

(The dualizing argument was necessitated by the possibility that A, might be insepar¬
able over A.) Altogether we find a non-zero ^4cpc[G^]-linear homomorphism

Tp((pi) ®Ap Fc,pc —> Tp((p2) ®Ap Fc,Pc.

(12) The isomorphism

HomFcPc[GK](Tp((pi) ®Ap FCtPc, Tp((p2) ®Ap Fc>Pc)
= Hom^p[G^](rp(0i), Tp((p2)) ®Ap Fc,Pc

now shows that HomAp[GK](Tp(<pi), Tp((p2)) ^ 0. By the Tate conjecture this implies
that (pi and <p2 are isogenous, as desired. D





CHAPTER II

^-Motives

In the research on Drinfeld modules, several attempts have been made to generalize
these objects. One of these generalizations, ^4-motives, will be presented and studied

in this chapter; two others, preceding and motivating the invention of ^-motives, are

going to be mentioned.

One of these is due to Vladimir G. Drinfeld, suggesting a translation of Drinfeld

modules into the language of locally free sheaves on algebraic curves. The objects

arising are known as F-sheaves or shtukas.

In another line of generalization, the strong analogies between Drinfeld modules

and elliptic curves downright called for something like a "Drinfeld abelian variety",
a higher dimensional generalization of Drinfeld modules. In this context, Hilbert-

Blumenthal-Drinfeldmodules appeared.
A very powerful and influential generalization in this latter direction has been given

by Greg W. Anderson in 1986 in his paper [1]. A twofold motivation was at its bottom:

On the one hand, Anderson studied a question concerning the determinant of shtukas

raised by Drinfeld, and on the other hand, he tried to solve a problem on Hilbert-

Blumenthal-Drinfeld modules that had been put forth by Benedict H. Gross.

Anderson's simultaneous solution to these two problems introduced a pair of new

notions, t-modules and t-motives. In his paper, he gives their definition and a couple of

fundamental algebraic properties, and afterwards turns towards uniformization theory.
Since then, algebraic and analytic aspects have been studied by various authors.

Now what is a ^-motive? We let Greg Anderson give a first answer to this question,

citing the introduction of his paper on ^-motives:

An abelian ^-module is at once a higher-dimensional generalization of

an elliptic A-module with A = ¥p[t] and an analog of an abelian va¬

riety; a ^-motive is a kind of module over a noncommutative ring, the

two notions being linked by a contravariant functor under which the

category of the former is anti-equivalent to the category of the latter.1

We may add that an abelian ^-module is an algebraic group isomorphic to the direct

sum of finitely many copies of the additive group variety, endowed with an endomor¬

phism t satisfying a certain condition. In the case of a Drinfeld F^ [^-module <p, this

endomorphism is given by <pt e End(Ga).

Anderson [1] p. 460.
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However, in this chapter we only adopt the point ofview of ^-motives, although the

more natural generalization of a Drinfeld module is the ^-module. As pointed out in the

quotation above, this mainly is a choice of language; we lose nothing but a somewhat

broader view. In exchange, we shall use an extended notion of ^-motive which allows

general A in the place of Wp[t].
As in the previous chapter, our study is algebraic in nature and motivated by ques¬

tions borrowed from arithmetic geometry over number fields. This chapter presents an

approach to the isogeny conjecture for ^-motives and, more generally, for ^4-motives.

This approach cannnot give an anwer to the whole question. It accomplishes a proof
for A -motives arising as direct sums ofDrinfeld modules in special characteristic. This

is explained in detail in Section 3.

Beforehand, Section 1 explains the definition and some properties of ^-motives,
and in Section 2 we study how the number of isomorphism classes in an isogeny class

of ^-motives changes under extensions of the base field.

1. A-Motives: An Overview

As for Drinfeld modules in Chapter I, we start with a brief introdution to the notions

and the basic algebraic theory. Again, for the proofs we refer to the literature.

We retain the notation used since the introduction. In particular, we consider the

function field K as an A-field via the ring homomorphism i : A -> K. The character¬

istic of K is the ideal po = kert. In this introductory section, the characteristic may

be generic or special, later on it will be required to be special. Recall that by K{x} we

denote the twisted polynomial ring over K. In this section p denotes a prime ideal and

a an arbitrary ideal in A.

Let us start right away with the fundamental definition. Originally, as introduced

by Greg Anderson in [1], ^-motives were defined as modules over the ring

K[t,x]=K{x}0WqWq[t].

In our terminology, this means that they were only defined in the case A = ¥q[t]. We
want to generalize Anderson's ^-motives to arbitrary A. This is accomplished in

Definition 1.1 (^4-motives). Let / be the ideal of K ®Yq A which is generated by all

elements of the form i(a) 0 1 — 1 0 a with a e A. An A-motive M is a left module

overK{x} ®Yq A suchthat

(1) M is finitely generated and projective over K ®Yq A,

(2) Mis finitely generated over K{x},

(3) the support ofM/xM as a K ®jq A-module is contained in the set of primes
of K <g>F A dividing /.

A morphism of ^-motives is defined to be a homomorphism ofthe underlying modules

over K{x} ®Yq A. An isomorphism is a morphism which has a two-sided inverse.

The characteristic po of the A -field K is also referred to as the characteristic of the

A-motive M.
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Although we have extended Anderson's notion of ^-motive, his paper [1] remains the

basic and comprehensive reference for this section. The proofs of all relevant results

on ^-motives carry directly over to ^4-motives. We abstain from executing this straight¬
forward task.

In a first step and with the intention to animate the somewhat inapproachable defi¬

nition, we want to reveal the connection between Drinfeld ^-modules and ^-motives.

Remark 1.2. The category of Drinfeld ^4-modules is anti-equivalent to a full subcat¬

egory of the category of ^4-motives.

The anti-equivalence is established by the functor <p i-> M^ which associates an

^4-motive M^ to every Drinfeld ^4-module <p by setting M^ = K{x} and letting A

act on M<p by am = m<pa. The functor <p i-> M^ is contravariant and fully faithful

(cf. Anderson [1] Theorem 1). Its image consists of all ^-motives which are free of

rank 1 over K{x}.

In contrast to the category of Drinfeld ^4-modules, in the category of ^-motives direct

sums exist. This is obvious from the definition. In a certain subcategory of ^4-motives,
the subcategory of so-called^wre ^4-motives, we also have existence oftensor products.
This subcategory includes Drinfeld ^-modules, so in the category of ^-motives we

can form direct sums and tensor products of Drinfeld ^-modules. However, tensor

products will not be needed in this chapter.
Let M be an A-motive over K. In the following, we shall repeatedly view r as a

Frobenius-linear endomorphism ofM, which will then be considered as a module over

K <8>Fg A. This means that r is viewed as a homomorphism of modules over K ®Yq A

x :a*M^ M

where a is the Frobenius endomorphism on K. The existence of such a Frobenius-

linear endomorphism has important consequences. We are going to explain two of

these:

Lemma 1.3. Let V be afinite dimensional K-vector space and let oo be a Frobenius-

linear automorphism of V. Then the Ksep-vector space V ®k Ksep has an co-invariant

basis, which is also a basis ofthe Wq-vector space ofco-invariants (V 0k ^sep)w.

Proof. Let n be the dimension of V and let o be the Frobenius endomorphism of K.

We can view co as an isomorphism of iT-vector spaces

co:a*V^ V.

We choose a iT-basis of V and write co = Bo for some B e GLn(K). Serge Lang's
theorem for algebraic groups over finite fields (Lang [19] Corollary to Theorem 1)
states that the map

GLn(K) — GLn(K)

£'—> g~lo(g)
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is surjective, and the corresponding morphism of algebraic groups is étale. Therefore

there exists a matrix C e GLn(Ksep) such that B = C~la(C). Then

co = Bo = C~xo(C)o = C~xoC

or equivalently

o = CcoC~
.

The columns of C~l are an («-invariant Ksep-basis of V ®k Ksep and an F^-basis of

(V ®K Ksepy\ a

Corollary 1.4. Let Nbe a K <S>r A-module which hasfinite dimension as K-vector

space, and assume that N has a Frobenius-linear automorphism. Then there exists a

nonzero element ofA that annihilates N.

Proof. Let co be a Frobenius-linear automorphism of the K ®^q ^4-module iV. By
Lemma 1.3 the w-invariants (N ®k iCsep)w form a finite A -module, therefore there

exists a nonzero am A that annihilates (N ®k ^sep)w.

Again by Lemma 1.3, we know that (N®k Ksep)M generates N<S>KKsep overKsep.

It follows that a annihilates N ®k Ksep and in particular iV. D

We return to the specific situation of ^-motives. As for Drinfeld modules and abelian

varieties, we have isogenics as a special class of morphisms. The ^-motives being

"higher-dimensional" objects, not every nonzero morphism will be an isogeny. Fur¬

ther, we have already seen that the transition from Drinfeld ^4-modules to ^-motives is

contravariant, so isogenics of ^-motives will not be surjective, but injective mappings.

Definition 1.5 (Isogenies and their degree). An isogeny of ^4-motives is an injective

morphism of ^-motives with cokernel of finite length. We say that an isogeny rj is

separable if the Frobenius-linear morphism induced by r on the K ®wq ^4-module

coker rj is an automorphism.
Let T] be a separable isogeny of ^4-motives. By Lemma 1.3, the r-invariants in

(coker?]) <S>k Ksep form a finite A-module and are hence of the form 0^=1 A/a, for

suitable t > 0 and ideals a, C A. The degree of rj is defined to be the ideal

deg?? = Y\a' c A-

i=i

One would expect now that isogenics of ^-motives, like isogenics ofDrinfeld modules

or abelian varieties, admit a dual isogeny. Indeed, we have

Proposition 1.6. Let rj : M —> M' be a separable isogeny of A-motives. Then there

exists a separable isogeny If : M' —> M such that the endomorphism Ifo rj ofM is

multiplication by an element ofA.

Moreover, we can choose If such that deglf is divisible only by primes dividing

degrj.
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Proof The cokernel of rj is a finite dimensional iT-vector space, and as rj is separable,
x induces a Frobenius-linear automorphism on cokerrç. Hence by Corollary 1.4 the

cokernel of rj is annihilated by a nonzero element a e A, and aM' is contained in the

image of rj. This already guarantees the existence of a dual isogeny

If : M —> M

which makes the diagram

M >M'
\
\

^ \

M'

commutative. By construction, the composite morphism ^ o "ï^is multiplication by a

on M. Since rj is a homomorphism of A-modules, we have

q orfo rj = a o rj = rj o a.

Canceling rj on the left (possible because rj is injective) yields that the composite rfo rj

is multiplication by a on M.

Because some power of deg rj is a principal ideal, we can choose a such that it is

only divisible by primes dividing deg rj. The only primes dividing deglfare the ones

dividing a. D

Unwinding the canonical program, we come to torsion modules of ^4-motives, the

associated Tate modules and Galois representations.
As A-motives generalize Drinfeld A-modules, their torsion modules generalize the

torsion modules of Drinfeld modules. However, in a sense that will be made precise
below, the definition of torsion modules for ^4-motives is dual to the one for Drinfeld

modules.

For the upcoming definition and for the rest of the chapter, we introduce the fol¬

lowing notation: For an ^-motive M over K, we set

M = M ®k ~K.

We give M the structure of a left module over K{x} ®Yq A by defining

x(m ®x) = xm ®xq, a(m®x)=am®x and y(m ® x) = m ® yx

for x, y e K, for a e A and m e M.

Definition 1.7 (Torsion and Tate modules). Let M be an A-motive over K. Then

(1) for any ideal a C A, the module ofa-torsion ofM is defined to be

M[a] = (M/aM)x = [m e M/aM | xm =m],

(2) for every prime p C A, the p-adic Tate module ofM is defined to be

Tp(M) =limM[p!]
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where the maps in the inverse system are the quotient maps. We set

Vp(M) = Tp(M)®ApFp

and call this the rational Tate module.

The absolute Galois group Gk acts on M[a], on TP(M) and on VP(M).

We briefly analyze the structure ofthe torsion modules and Tate modules of ^4-motives.

For any A-motiveM over K, set Msep = M®k Ksep. In the same way as forM above,
on Msep we define a structure of left module over Ksep{x} ®Yq A.

Proposition 1.8. Let M be an A-motive over K. Then

(1) for all ideals a in A not divisible by po, we have

M[a] = (M/aM)r = (Msep/aMsep)r,

(2) for all ideals a in A not divisible by po, the torsion module M[a] is a free
module ofrankr over A/a,

(3) for all primes p ^ po, the Tate module Tp(M) is a free module of rank r

over Ap.

Proof. For this discussion, confer also Anderson [1] Lemma 1.8.2. Let o be a nonzero

ideal in A not divisible by the characteristic po. First we note that M/aM is a iT-vector

space of finite dimension, say, n. As a is not divisible by po, the action of r on M/aM

gives a Frobenius-linear automorphism of M/aM.

By Lemma 1.3, we can choose an F^-basis of (Msep/oMsep) which generates

Msep/aMsep. Let r be the rank of M as a projective module over K <S>wq A. Then

M/aM is a free module of rank r over (K ®^q A)/(K ®Yq a). It follows that both

(M/aM)T and (Msep/aMsep)T are free of rank r over A/a. This proves (1) and (2),
and (3) is a direct consequence of (2). D

Now that we have seen definitions and structure of ^-motives, we want to give the

above mentioned duality of the torsion of a Drinfeld A-module and the torsion of the

associated A-motive. It reflects the contravariancy of this association:

Proposition 1.9. Let (p be a Drinfeld A-module over K and suppose that the ideals

p and a are not divisible by po. By Q,A we denote the module ofKühler differentials

ofA. Then we have canonical GK-equivariant isomorphisms

(P[a] = Hom^(M0[a], cT1^/^)

and

Tp((P) = Hom^p(rp(M0), ÇlA ®A Ap).

Proof. This is explicated in Anderson [1] Proposition 1.8.3. D
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As for Drinfeld modules, every morphism

q : M —> M

of A-motives induces a Gk-equivariant homomorphism

M'[a] — Ma]

on the a-torsion modules for every ideal a in A, as well as a Gk-equivariant homomor¬

phism

Tp(M') — Tp(M)
on the p-adic Tate modules for every prime p in A. We denote the latter homomorphism

by Tprj.
Now we roughly know torsion and Tate modules of ^4-motives. This allows us to

open up the indispensable resource in this section, the Tate conjecture for ^4-motives.

Its proof is independently due to Yuichiro Taguchi and Akio Tamagawa. We have

already cited the result and their proofs in the special case of a Drinfeld module in

Theorem 1.2.2.

Theorem 1.10 (Tate conjecture for ^-motives). LetM be an A-motive. For allprimes

p ofA, differentfrom the characteristic ofK, the natural map

End^(M) ®A Fp — EndFp[GK](Vp(M))
is an isomorphism.

Proof. Taguchi [37] and [38] or Tamagawa [41]. D

Finally, we give a description of isogenics of ^-motives in terms of Galois invariant

lattices in the rational Tate module. By definition, the cokemel of an isogeny has finite

length; this means it is nontrivial at only finitely many primes. We are going to see

that all information on the cokemel of an isogeny is encoded in the difference of the

Tate modules at these primes.

Conversely, such data defines an isogeny. This means, given Galois submodules

of full rank in the Tate modules of an A-motive at finitely many primes, there is an

isogenous A-motive with the prescribed Tate modules.

Proposition 1.11. Let M be an A-motive. There exists a bijective correspondence

[W, rj]\n:M'^iM}^ {(Ap)P7,Po \ Ap c Vp(M)} / F*

where \M', rj] is an isomorphism class ofpairs of A-motives M' together with a sep¬

arable isogeny rj : M' -> M ofdegree not divisible by po, and where (Ap)p^p0 is a

family of Gk-invariant Ap-lattices Ap c VP(M) such that Ap = TP(M) for almost

all p.

Proof. Let rj : M -> M be a separable isogeny of degree not divisible by po. Then

Tpï]{Tp(M')) is a Gk -invariant ^-lattice in VP(M) for all p ^ po, and

Tprj(Tp(M')) = Tp(M)
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for almost all p. Clearly we get the same family of lattices if we change (M', rj) by an

isomorphism.

Conversely, let a family (Ap)p^Po as in the proposition be given. We consider

families of lattices up to multiplication with F*, thus we may assume that Ap is a

submodule of Tp(M) for all p.

Let pi be a prime different from po at which APl ^ TPl(M). The quotient

Tpi (M)/Ap1 is contained in M[p] for some m > 0. Let

N = APl / (APl npf TPl(M)) cM[pf].

By n :M-> M/pMwe denote the quotient map. We set

Mi = 7t~l (N ®Fq K) and Mj = (M)°K.
Then Mi is an ^4-motive over K and the inclusion map Mi °->- M is an isogeny of

pi-power degree. We apply this construction recursively for every prime at which

Ap ^ Tp(M) and obtain an A-motive M' such that Tp(M') = Ap for all p ^ po.

2. Extending the Base Field

This section is obsolete. It has been written at a time when only weaker versions of

Theorem 1.4.3 and Corollary 1.4.5 were available. Proposition 2.1 was intended for

allowing an extension of the base field in the proof of Theorem 3.1. It follows trivially
from Theorem 3.1 which can now be proved by means of the above mentioned results

without base field extension. Therefore the present section can be skipped without loss

of information.

In this and the next section, assume that the A -field K has special characteristic po,

and let M be a finite direct sum of ^4-motives associated to Drinfeld ^4-modules de¬

fined over K. It is silently understood that all morphisms are defined over K unless

explicitely mentioned.

Preparing a reduction step in the proof of our main theorem, we investigate how

extensions of the base field affect the isomorphism classes in the isogeny class of M.

We want to prove that a finite base field extension causes only a finite number of

isomorphism classes to "collapse".
If K'/K is a field extension, we set M = M ®K K' and write E' = End^/(M')

and E'F = E' ®A F.

Proposition 2.1. Let K' be afinite separablefield extension ofK. Then there are only

finitely many K-isomorphism classes of A-motives K-isogenous to M that become

isomorphic to M' over K'.

The proof of this proposition, split into three arguments, will occupy the rest of the

present section.

Because every finite separable extension is contained in a finite Galois extension, it

suffices to carry out the case that K'/K is a Galois extension. We set G = Ga\(K'/K).
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The following argument will use nonabelian Galois cohomology. For this end, we

need to introduce the appropriate Galois actions. Let E'F[G] be the "crossed" group

ring which is defined by the multiplication rule

«i[ci] • «2[o"2] = «ici(fl2)\a\<*2\

for ai, Ü2 e E'F and 01,02 e G. Then E'F is a left £'^[G]-module via

yY^aa[oYj -b = ^(aao(b)J
aeG aeG

foraff, b e E'F.
The commutant of E'F as £'^[G]-module consists of the G-invariants (E'F)G oper¬

ating on E'F by right multiplication. Therefore E'F can be considered as a module over

i^[G]®F(££Tpp.
The first step in the proof is an observation on the structure of E'F as a module over

E'F[G]. It creates the basis for a forthcoming application of the Jordan-Zassenhaus

theorem.

Lemma 2.2. The E'F[G]-module E'F is semisimple.

Proof. By assumption, M is a direct sum of ^-motives associated to Drinfeld A-

modules defined over K, say M = 0Z M<pt. Therefore, as an F-module,

E'F = EndK>(M') ®AF = 00Homr(M;, M'^) ®A F.

1 j

For every i and j set

Ht)J = Hom^(M; ,My®^c E'f.

Because all M^ are associated to Drinfeld modules defined over K, every HhJ is

invariant under the action of G. Moreover, for all / the F-module 0 HhJ is invariant

under the action of E'F. Thus 0 HhJ is a module over E'F[G] for all /'.

Now for given /', j, either the two Drinfeld modules <p, and <pj are non-isogenous
over K', then HhJ is zero, or they are isogenous over K', in which case HhJ must be

simple as a module over HJtJ. Further, for all t every nonzero element of HJti induces

a homomorphism

H,,j -> Hht,

and if both sides are nontrivial, such a map must be an iv^-isomorphism. Hence for

every /' the action of E'F on 0 HhJ permutes the nontrivial HhJ transitively.
We see that each 0 HhJ is a simple module over E'F, in particular it is simple

over E'f[Gk]. This yields the claim. D

With the following algebraic result we complete the preparation for the proof ofPropo¬
sition 2.1. It gives reformulation of the Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem which fits better

into the context at the end of this section.
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Lemma 2.3. Let B be an A-order in a semisimple F-algebra Bp and let Np be a

finitely generated Bp-module. We write Cp = EndBF(Np).
Then up to elements ofCp, there is only afinite number offinitely generated B-

submodules N C Np such that N ®A F = Np.

Proof. The Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem (see Appendix A.2) states that there exist only

finitely many isomorphism classes of i?-invariant ^4-lattices of given rank. Every iso¬

morphism of two i?-invariant ^4-lattices in Np extends to an element of CF, whence

the assertion. D

The standard approach for dealing with the problem of Proposition 2.1 are K'/K-
forms, principal homogeneous spaces and nonabelian Galois cohomology, as explained
in detail in Serre [32]. In our case, the cohomology set in question is not obviously
finite. Therefore we transform the problem, given in terms of Galois cohomology, into

the setting of lattices in a module over a semisimple algebra, in which the Jordan-

Zassenhaus theorem is at our disposal.

ProofofProposition 2.1. We define !F(K'/K, M) to be the set of K-isomorphism
classes of K'/K-forms of M, i. e. of ^-motives over K that become isomorphic to

M over K'.

If N is a K'/K-form of M, then the set of iC'-isomorphisms from N' to M' is a

principal homogeneous space over the G-group E'*. By Serre [32] 1.5.2 it defines an

element of the cohomology set Hl(G, E'*).
This induces a well-defined injection of the K-isomorphism classes of K'/K-

forms of M into Hl(G, E'*). Further, via Galois descent, we can reverse this con¬

struction. Therefore we get a canonical bijection

!F(K'/K, M) -A Hl(G, E'*).

The K'/K-forms of M relevant to our problem are the ones that are iT-isogenous
to M. In order to determine these, consider an element of Hl(G, E'F): it is the class

of a principal homogeneous space

(HomK>(N',M')®AF)*

for some K'/K-form N of M. We claim that two such principal homogeneous spaces

(Homj/ (N[, M) ®A F)
*

and (Hom^/ (N'2, M) ®A F)
*

belong to the same class if and only if iVi and N2 are iT-isogenous. In order to see

this, we first note that a morphism of ^4-motives is an isogeny if and only if it becomes

invertible in the ring of morphisms tensored with F. Then the "only if part is obvious.

In the opposite direction, the isomorphism of principal homogeneous spaces and the

G-action yield a K'-isogeny N[ -> N'2 together with a Galois descent datum. This

defines a iT-isogeny Ni -> N2- (For the theory of descent in general cf. SGA 1 §1

(Grothendieck [14]), and for Galois descent in particular Knus-Ojanguren [18] §5.)
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So we have seen that the K'/K-forms ofM we need to consider are the ones in the

kernel of the morphism of pointed sets

s : H1 (G, E'*) — H1 (G, E'ß).

We are going to prove that the kernel of s is finite. By definition

kere = {(ya) e Zl(G, E'*) \ 3g e E'* : Va e G : o(g)g~l = ya} /-

where (ya) ~ (ya) ^=^ 3y e E'* : (y^) = (cr(y)yo-y-1). Differently put, this is

the set of equivalence classes

{geE'*\Vo:o(g)g-leE'*}/~
where g ~ g7 <^=> 3y e £'* :Vo e G : cr(y)o(g)g~1y~1 = cr(g')g/~1. Having a

look at the condition for equivalence of two such elements, we see that

g~g> <=> 3yeE'*:VoeG:o(g'-1yg)=g'-1yg

<=> 3yeE'*:g'-lyge(E'ß)G
^ 3ye Ef* : 3h e (E'ßf : g' = ygh.

It follows that the above equivalence classes correspond bijectively to the elements of

{[g] e E'*\E'ß/(E'ßf | Va e G : a^g"1 e £'*}.
We rewrite the condition on the double cosets [g] in this set as follows:

Vo eG: o(g)g~l e E'*

^^ Vo eG: E'*o(g) = E'*g

<=> VoeG: o(E'g) = E'o(g) = E'g

<^=> E'g is G-invariant.

So we get a bijective correspondence of these double cosets with the elements of

{left £'/[G]-submodules of E'F, free of rank 1 as E'-modules} / (EF)G
which form a subset of

{£'[G]-submodules N c E'F, finitely generated, s.t. N ®A F = E'F} / (E'ß)G.

Now we note that Lemma 2.2 is equivalent to the image of E'F[G] in Endp(E'F) being
a semisimple F-algebra. Together with Lemma 2.3 this implies that the last set is

finite. D

3. The Isogeny Conjecture for ^-Motives

In the final part we present the main result of Chapter II, the isogeny conjecture for a

certain class of ^4-motives. As in the preceding section, we assume that K has special
characteristic, we let M be an ^4-motive over K and require M to be the direct sum

of A-motives associated to Drinfeld A-modules over K. Under this condition, we can

prove
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Theorem 3.1 (= Theorem C: Isogeny conjecture for ^-motives). Let M be an A-

motive which is the direct sum ofA-motives associated to Drinfeld A-modules defined
over K.

Then, up to K-isomorphism, there are onlyfinitely many A-motives M'for which

there exists a separable K-isogeny M' -> M ofdegree not divisible by the character¬

istic ofK.

One should expect this assertion to hold for any ^-motive that is semisimple up to

isogeny and in generic characteristic, as well. The assumption of special characteris¬

tic is imposed by Section 1.3. Assuming a version of the absolute irreducibity theo¬

rem 1.3.1 for generic characteristic, our proof yields Theorem 3.1 without restriction

on the characteristic.

The restriction on the structure of M, however, is more fundamental. As the argu¬

ment rests on the results of Chapter I, the techniques we use do not reach far enough
to give a proof for more general ^-motives. Here a different approach seems to be

inevitable.

After these remarks on the scope of our result, we start into the proof of The¬

orem 3.1 with some notation. We want to group direct summands of M which are

isogenous. So we write

i=i ]=i

with Drinfeld ^4-modules <phJ such that for each i all <phJ belong to the same isogeny
class and for z'i ^ z'2 and all j the Drinfeld modules <pluJ and <pl2j are non-isomorphic.

Now for such an A-motive M Proposition 1.9 yields that for every nonzero ideal a

in A the torsion module

n k,

1 = 1 7=1

is dual to

00^[a],

1=1 7=1

and for each M^ 3 [a] the results of Sections 1.4 and 1.5 apply.
The first ingredient in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is an analog of Proposition 1.2.6

for A -motives. It characterizes the Gk-invariant submodules of the Tate module as

the images of Gk-equivariant endomorphisms. The proposition is preceded by an

algebraic auxiliary, and by a lemma which allows a decomposition of Galois invariant

submodules of the Tate module.

Lemma 3.2. Let R be a principal ideal domain and s, t > 0. We set N = (Rs)' and

let B = Matsycs(R) act on N in the obvious way. Setfurther C = Endß(N). Then

every B-submodule ofN is the image ofan element ofC.
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Proof Let V = R be the evident representation of C = Matt^t(R), and set W =

Hon\c(V, N). Then W = Rs is a free i?-module; we choose a basis {e7}. If we let

B act trivially on F and C act trivially on W, then we get a natural isomorphism of

C ®r 73-modules

V ®R W -A N.

Now let i7 be a nontrivial 73-submodule of iV. Note that the projection pr^ on the y'-th

component of W is an element of B. Hence H contains pr (H). For J2i v, ® w, e H

we have

Pr/(£^ ®wt) = Z^(U' ®Pr/^)) = 5Z(ui ®^,7ei) = (5Zai,7ui) ®e7
ï ï ï ï

with suitable aï>7 e R. Thus pr, (#) = H} ® ej for an i?-submodule H} of J7. The

73-submodule of N generated by H} ® e3 is H} ®r W, it is a submodule of H. Then

we get

H = 0pr,(tf) = 0Ä, ® ej C £(#, ®* fF) C H.

j j j

Therefore

h = Yj{hj®rW) = (^hj)®rw.
j j

But J2, Hj, as a submodule of the free module V over the principal ideal domain R,

is the image of an element of End^(F) = C. D

Lemma 3.3. For almost all primes p of A, every Ap[GK]-submodule H of Tp(M)
has a decomposition H = 0"=1 H, into inequivalent Ap[GK]-submodules Hl of

Proof. By Theorem 1.5.1 we know that for almost all p and all 71,72 the /tp[G^]-
modules M^x 3l [p] and M^2 32 [p] have no nontrivial common subquotient if/" 1 7^ z'2.

As for every t > 0 the modules M^x 3 [pl] and M^2 3 [pl] are successive extensions

of copies of Mpx 1 [p] and M^2 3 [p], respectively, they have no nontrivial common

subquotient, either. The same property holds for the projective limits and the lemma

follows. D

Proposition 3.4. There exists a finite set So ofprimes of A such thatfor all p out¬

side Sq, every Ap[GK]-submodule of Tp(M) is the image of an endomorphism in

EndAp[GK](Tp(M)).

Proof. Let £0 be the finite set of primes for which Lemma 3.3 fails, plus the character¬

istic po. We choose a prime p outside £0 and let H be an Ap[Gk]-submodule of Tp(M).
By Lemma 3.3, the module H has a decomposition H = ®"=1 H, into inequivalent

^4p[G^]-submodules

^crp(0M^;).
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So we may reduce to the case that n = 1, which means that M = ® ,=1 M^ for

Drinfeld ^4-modules <pJ all belonging to the same isogeny class.

For almost all primes p in A and all 71,72 we have Tp(Mj)3l) = T^M^). We

extend £0 by the finitely many primes of A for which this does not hold. Then for all

p outside So we get Tp(M) = rp((M0i)®*). We write (p = (pl.
Let Z be the center of End^(0). By m we denote the inseparable degree of Z

over A. We extend So by the finitely many primes p of A which do not decompose as

p = YYt=i V? mt0 prime ideals % c Z. LetM' be the Z-motive (M^)®1* where <fi' is

the Drinfeld Z-module extending <p according to Remark 1.4.6. Then for all p outside

So we have
s

TP(M) = Q)T%(M')
1=1

as y4p[G^]-modules and as Z[Gk]-modules. From Lemma 1.4.16 it follows that for

every choice of i, j with i ^ j the Z[Gk]-modules TyfM') and 7«p (M') have no

equivalent subquotients. Therefore every ^4p[G^]-submodule of Tp(M) is a direct sum

of inequivalent Z«p; [G^]-submodules of 7^ (Mr).
Now add to So the finitely many primes in A at which Theorem 1.4.3 does not hold

for (p, and let p be a prime outside So. The image of Ap[Gk] in EndAp(Tp(M)) is

isomorphic to the image of ^4p[G^] in End^p (Tp(<p)). The latter is the projective limit

of the images of A[Gk] in EndA(<p[pJ]), which by Theorem 1.4.3 (2) are

0Matexe(Z/^)
1=1

for suitable e\ rk<p'. Thus the image of ^4p[G^] in End^p (Tp(M)) is isomorphic to

s

0Matexe(Zq}J.
1=1

Applying Lemma 3.2 for each summand completes the proof. D

From now on we write E = End^(A^) and Ep = E ®A Ap. By Tp we denote the

image of Gk in Aut^p (Tp(M)). Then Tp is contained in Autgp (Tp(M)).
In the following lemma we investigate the group ring generated by the image of

Galois in the endomorphism ring of Vp(M) and see that it is as large as we can hope
for.

Lemma 3.5. For all primes p of A, different from po, the group ring Ap[Tp] is an

Ap-order in End£p (Vp(M)).

Proof. As a consequence of Theorem 1.2.1, the i7p[G^]-module
n k,

FP(M) = 00Fp(M^)
1=1 7=1
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is semisimple. Therefore Jacobson's density theorem (Lang [20] XVII Theorem 3.2)

yields that FpfFp] is its own bicommutant in Endpp (Vp(M)). By the Tate conjecture,
we know that E ®A Fp is the commutant of ^[Fp], thus FpfFp] is the commutant of

E ®A Fp. This yields the claim. D

The next two results deal with the action of (E ®A Fp)* on the Gk-invariant lattices

in VP(M). We show that the action is almost always transitive and always "almost

transitive".

Lemma 3.6. For allprimes p ofA, differentfrom po, the number oforbits ofthe action

of(E ®A Fp)* on the set ofGk-invariant Ap-lattices in Vp(M) isfinite.

Proof. From the proof of Lemma 3.5 we retain that Vp(M) is semisimple as a mod¬

ule over Fp[Gk], and that Endpp(Vp(M)) is the commutant ofEndpp[GK](Vp(M)) in

Endpp (Vp(M)). These two facts show that End£p (VP(M)) is a semisimple Fp-algebra.
By Lemma 3.5 we know that ^4p[Fp] is an order in Endpp(Vp(M)). Hence we may

apply the Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem (see Appendix A.2) which tells us that there are

only finitely many isomorphism classes of y4p[rp]-invariant ^-lattices in VP(M).
Every isomorphism of Gk-invariant ^-lattices in Vp(M) extends to a G^-equi-

variant automorphism of Vp(M). By the Tate conjecture, these are precisely the ele¬

ments of (E ®A Fp)*. O

Lemma 3.7. For allprimes p outside Sq U {po}, the action of (E ®A Fp)* on the set

ofGk-invariant Ap-lattices in Vp(M) is transitive.

Proof. Let p be a prime outside So U {po} and let Ap be a Gk-invariant ^-lattice in

Vp(M). There exists an element a e Ap such that aAp c Tp(M). By Proposition 3.4

we know that aAp is the image of a Gk-equivariant endomorphism s of Tp(M).
Then there is a Gk-equivariant homomorphism rj : Ap -> Tp(M) which makes the

diagram

Ap a-
> Tp(M)

Tp(M)

commutative. By construction rj is an isomorphism. It extends to a Gk-equivariant

automorphism of Vp(M), thus to an element of (E ®A Fp)*. O

At the end, we adopt an adelic view on these lattices and establish the link with isoge¬
nics of A -motives.

Let S = {oo, po} be the set containing the place at infinity and the characteristic

ofK. Let

AF=nFp and ^=n^p
P?S p$S

be the ring of partial adèles of F away from S and the subring of ^-integral adèles,

respectively.
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Lemma 3.8. The number ofdouble cosets

(E ®A F)* \ (E ®A ASF)* I (E ®A 2s)*
isfinite.

Proof. For every ee(E ®A AF) ,
we define

A£ = (E ®A 2s) -eT1 nE ®A F.

Then A£ is a left E-module and discrete as an ^4-module in E ®A F. As e~x has only

finitely many poles, we have A^®AF = E ®A F. Hence it is an E-invariant ^4-lattice

in E ®A F. For all s e (E ®A F)* and ke[E ®A 2s)*, we have the transformation

rule

ASik = A£e_1.
Now assume we are given two /^-invariant ^4-lattices ofthe form A£ and A£/ in E®AF.

They are isomorphic if and only if there exists an s e (E ®A F)* such that

Ae£ = A£e_1 = A£.

Tensoring a lattice A£ with As, we recover the coset of E ®A As in E ®A AF defined

by e. Therefore the above equality is equivalent to

(E ®A 2s)(se)-1 = Ase_ ®A 2s = AeJ ®AT = (E ®A ^s)(e/)"1-
These equalities hold if and only if

e' e se(E ®A2S)*.
This means that e and ef_ belong to the same double coset.

Consequently the double cosets can be identified with isomorphism classes of E-

invariant ^4-lattices in E ®A F of rank at most rk^ E.

We recall that E is an order in the semisimple ^4-algebra E ®A F. Therefore by
the Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of

E-invariant ^4-lattices in E ®A F of bounded rank. D

We are now ready to conclude and give the proof of Theorem 3.1. The argument
follows Deligne [7] Corollaire 2.8, where the case of abelian varieties over number

fields is treated.

Proofof Theorem 3.1. We have seen in Proposition 1.11 that the isomorphism classes

of isogenics M -> M correspond bijectively to families (Ap)p^ of Gk-invariant ^4p-
lattices Ap in Vp(M) such that Ap = Tp(M) for all but finitely many p. The ^-motive

M is isomorphic to M if and only if there exists rj e (E ®A F)* with rjAp = Tp(M)
for all p.

The group (E ® AF) acts on the set of families (Ap)pgs of Gk-invariant ^4p-
lattices in Vp(M) such that Ap = Tp(M) for almost all p. By Lemmata 3.6 and 3.7 the

number of orbits under this action is finite.

Fix one of these orbits and let X be the stabilizer of a family of lattices in this

orbit. Then X is an open compact subgroup of (E ® AF) .
It is conjugate to the
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stabilizer of any family of lattices in the orbit. Thus the isomorphism classes of A-

motives corresponding to this orbit can be identified with the double cosets in

(E®AF)*\(E®AASF)* / X.

We have to show that the number of these double cosets is finite.

Note that if the number of these double cosets is finite, then the number of double

cosets is finite for any open compact subgroup of (E®AAF) in the place of X. Hence

we may replace X by (E ®A As) .
Thus the problem is reduced to the finiteness of

the class number.

Then the proofis either completed by another application ofthe Jordan-Zassenhaus

theorem, as carried out in Lemma 3.8, or using general theory: By Behr [2] Satz 7 the

class number of a reductive algebraic group over a global field is finite, and we know

that (E ®A F)* is reductive over its center. Thanks to the reduction theory developed
in Harder [15], the extra conditions (V) in Behr's paper are obsolete. D





APPENDIX A

Background from Other Areas

1. Deligne's Equidistribution Theorem

In the study of representations of the absolute Galois group, important information is

given by Frobenius elements. The classical result in this context is Cebotarev's density
theorem. It yields that Frobenius elements form a dense subset of the absolute Galois

group.

A much stronger result on Frobenius elements has been obtained by Deligne in

the article [6] La conjecture de Weil II. He could show that they are not only dense but

equidistributed. In this section we want to state Deligne's theorem and roughly explain
the meaning of "equidistributed".

The following paragraphs are an extract of Katz [17] Chapter 3. More details and

background are given in Katz' text. The original source for Theorem 1.1 is Deligne [6]

(3.5), in particular Théorème 3.5.3.

Fix an embedding Qi °->- C. We let V. be a smooth, geometrically connected curve

over Wq, which is the complement of a finite set of closed points on a proper smooth

geometrically connected curve over ¥q. By x we denote a geometric point of V. and

we set

jrf"01 = 7ti(U, x) and 7tfom = m (U ®¥q F~/, x).

Suppose given a lisse Q^-sheaf !F on V. of rank n > 1 which is pointwise pure of

weight 0 with respect to the complex embedding of Qi and let

p : <'* — Aut^(^) = GLW(Q7)

be the monodromy representation of !F.

By G we denote the Zariski closure of p(jtfœm) in GLw ~-. We let X be a max¬

imal compact subgroup of the complex Lie group G(C) and write X^ for the set of

conjugacy classes in X.

Assume that p(jt1nth) C G(Q7) inside GL„(Q~i)- Since !F is pure of weight 0, for

every closed point « e K the eigenvalues of p(FrobM) have absolute value 1. Therefore

the semisimple part (in the sense of the Jordan decomposition) of p(FrobM) defines an

element of X^; we denote this element by 6(u).

Viewing X^ as a quotient space of X, it acquires a quotient topology for which it

is compact, and for which the continuous functions on X^ are precisely the continuous

central functions on X. We denote by ^ the direct image on X^ of the normalized

Haar measure on X.

63
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We define three sequences of positive measures of mass 1 on XK The indices n

are supposed to be large enough that V. has a closed point of degree n. We set

v v q ;/
deg(«)|«

V#{Wofdeg = «}7deg^=w

\#{w of deg < «}/ ^-^ v 7

deg(w)<ra

where S(x) denotes the Dirac delta measure supported at x.

Theorem 1.1 (Deligne). The sequences ofmeasures {Xn}, {Yn} and {Zn} on X^ all

tendweak-* to ß\-for any continuous C-valuedfunction f on X\ we have

I fd/j) = lim / fdXn = lim / fdYn = lim / fdZn.
J.XÏ "^°°J.XÏ "^°°J.XÏ "^°°J.XÏ

Proof. Katz [17] Theorem 3.6. D

2. The Jordan-Zassenhaus Theorem

This second part of the appendix recalls a theorem which is completely independent
of arithmetic questions and methods. However, it contributes decisively to our work.

It is a finiteness result from the theory of semisimple algebras, known as the Jordan-

Zassenhaus theorem. First we state the version of the Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem for

global fields in which it usually appears in the literature.

Theorem 2.1 (Jordan-Zassenhaus). Let R be any Dedekind domain whose quotient

field L is a globalfield. Then for each R-order A in a semisimple L-algebra B, and

for each positive integer t, there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of left
A-lattices ofR-rank at most t.

Proof. Zassenhaus [50] Satz 5 for algebraic number fields, Reiner [29] Theorem 26.4

for the general case. D

Additionally, we need a "local" version of the Jordan-Zassenhaus theorem. It arises as

a direct consequence of the theorem for global fields.

Corollary 2.2. We keep the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Let p be a prime ideal

in R. Thenfor each Rp-order Ap in a semisimple Lp-algebra Bp, andfor eachpositive

integer t, there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of left Ap-lattices ofRp-
rank at most t.
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